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Abstract 
The goal of this dissertation is to develop a semantically-enhanced platform for 
monitoring sensor feeds from the Internet of Things. The target for our pilot deployment 
will be the Smart IHU project, which is a network of sensors deployed at the 
International Hellenic University Campus. It consists of an assortment of devices by 
different manufacturers, measuring a number of parameters, from environmental 
conditions to power consumption. 
 Our first goal for the portal is to provide a user-friendly interface for graphically 
representing the sensor data series, enable parallel monitoring and comparisons, with 
effective zooming at different time ranges, long or short. To provide users with an even 
more powerful tool for discovering hidden associations between parameters, our second 
goal is to allow processing of data series levels by supporting summation, difference 
and average. Our third goal is to expose the physical model of the Smart IHU sensor 
network through a semantic interface to query its ontology. Enabling our portal with 
semantic querying capabilities will allow the user to discover available sensors based on 
parameter of interest and location in the buildings. 
 Achieving these goals, will significantly upgrade the current Smart IHU portal and 
make it more user friendly for end-users, and more manageable for the maintainer of the 
constantly growing deployment of sensors at IHU. 
 I would like to thank my supervisor, Prof. N. Bassiliades, for motivating me in the 
field of Knowledge Management and the guidance he provided in resolving issues with 
the ontology and the reasoners. I would also like to thank my dissertation advisor, 
Thanos G. Stavropoulos, who made himself available, day or night, to discuss and solve 
the issues that arose at every step along the way. I would also like to express my 
gratitude to my colleagues at the IT Center of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki 
for hosting our efforts to explore Internet technology over the last 15 years. I owe much 
to them and the thoughtful tech sharing we have every day. Last, but not least, I would 
like to thank my family, for enduring my late hour work and my constant absence from 
their activities during the past year. Their curious and encouraging faces whenever they 
stopped over to see what I was up to on my computer, is a picture I cherish. 
Dimitris Daskopoulos 
26/10/2013
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1 Introduction 
1.1 The current portal 
The current Smart IHU portal (publicly available at http://smart.ihu.edu.gr) is a 
graphing interface for displaying sensor data feeds. The interface is composed of three 
parts. The left side is an expandable tree-structure menu, presenting a mixed view of 
locations, appliances and parameters. The right side is a graphing space, surrounded 
with  widgets for selecting the time frame of interest and the type of data points desired 
(by day, or by hour). 
 
The problems identified with the current portal are centered around three areas: 
 interface functionality, which is very basic and limited 
 graphing functionality, which does not allow displaying of multiple series for  
comparison of different parameters 
 representation of sensors, which is mixed and statically defined in the tree menu 
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 The interface for selecting the time range is unnecessarily awkward and requires to 
specify the extent of the time frame the user is interested in, without making use of the 
initially presented graph.  
 And even though the graphing engine is based on the very capable Highcharts 
graphing library, the implemented functionality is quite limited. Dragging to select time 
range is supported, but cannot zoom out to the full time extent of the data series. Graphs 
of multiple parameters are not supported, nor other functions between data series. 
 But the most significant problem stems from the fact that the sensor tree menu is a 
difficult interface to work with. Not only is it confusing the end-user with a non-obvious 
structure, but it is also statically defined in the code. So integrating new sensors to the 
rapidly growing Smart IHU network is difficult for the manager of the infrastructure, to 
say the least. The whole selection interface reveals very little about the real-world 
model of the Smart IHU sensor network. 
1.2 Significance of Smart IHU monitoring  
The Smart IHU sensor network is a network of sensors spanning the campus of the 
university. The sensor portal monitors the real use of the university buildings, 
exemplifying relationships between human activities and the parameters measured, such 
as energy consumption and environmental conditions. It allows university members to 
view the effects of their daily use of the spaces and staff to better manage the resources 
available. 
 The ability to monitor with smart tools can reveal the hidden associations between 
the different parameters, so the effort to provide every flexibility possible to our 
monitoring portal is well worth it. The development of a new portal will provide: 
 easier integration of new sensors onto the platform 
 better tools for monitoring across and combining any set of parameters 
 new interface for discovery of available metrics from underlying physical model 
We believe these features will play a significant role in the future use of the monitoring 
platform and the further deployment of sensors at IHU. 
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1.3 The newly developed portal 
In order to build the new Smart IHU monitoring portal, we examined all areas affecting 
its operation and resolved issues ranging from database design and speed of data series 
retrieval, to graphing functionality, combined data series processing and ontology 
modeling for our sensor network model. The result is a platform that addresses all the 
major requirements posed in the analysis phase. Moreover, our solution is composed of 
modular and open building blocks that are easy to extend and provide more advanced 
functionality in the future. 
1.4 Structure of the dissertation 
The rest of the chapters in this dissertation will describe our work for the development 
of this portal.  
 Chapter 2 is a review of the technological areas that we probed before selecting the 
tools to use for our platform. We make an exploration of publicly available and open-
source web platforms for the Internet of Things, a quick comparison of features of 
different tools for graphing data series, a research of sensor network modeling 
ontologies and of available tools for developing our query engine. 
 Chapter 3 analyzes further the implementation requirements for the new platform. It 
discusses the need and method for simplifying the integration of new sensors, the 
functionality required for improving the monitoring of feeds and the sensor-parameter 
discovery method to implement by querying the ontology. 
 Chapter 4 details the development of each of the components of our platform and 
the issues that we had to resolve by successive development phases. We open the 
chapter with an overview of components and after a detailed discussion of the 
implementation of each one, we close with the overall detailed architecture diagram. 
 Finally chapter 5 concludes with a summary of accomplished goals, shortcomings of 




2 Review of Technology and 
Tools 
Our project involves four areas which we had to research, in order to refine our 
implementation requirements and pick the right tools for developing our platform. We 
reviewed: 
 web platforms for the IoT, in order to explore what features are generally 
available in sensor management platforms 
 graphing and monitoring tools, to integrate into our platform for graphing the 
IHU sensor data feeds 
 sensor ontologies, to allow us to appropriately model the IHU sensor network 
 ontology management libraries, to implement an ontology query engine and 
semantically enable our platform 
In the rest of this chapter we briefly present our exploration in each of these areas. 
2.1 Web Platforms for the Internet of Things  
The deployment of sensors for all kinds of use (enterprise, research and home) is 
currently experiencing exponential growth [1]. As a result, there is a large interest in 
cloud-based applications that enable live feeding of sensor data and enhance 
interoperability between devices of different manufacturers. Interoperability is one of 
the key issues of research in the Web of Things [2]. 
The common features implemented on these widely available platforms are: 
 live data monitoring 
 graphing tools 
 notification and alerting 
 event-based action triggering 
The critical factor for the success of these platforms is interoperability between sensors 
and actuators manufactured by different vendors. Therefore, integration of new sensors 
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and data streaming is based on common web technologies, such as HTTP, JSON and 
web services [3], due to lack of other universal standards for sensors. 
Our search for currently available platforms [4],[5],[6] has identified the following 
alternatives, which we will briefly present. 
2.1.1 Xively.com 
The origins of Xively go all the way back to 2007 which was an early time for sensor 
communication platforms like these. The initially community enabling service of 
Pachube and later Cosm, has now matured and offers commercial services to companies 
that want to build applications on top of cloud services, without building an 
infrastructure themselves [7]. The idea is similar with all the major players of such 
platforms. They provide the redundant and scalable platform for connecting thousands 
of sensors and actuator devices, as well as a development interface (an API) for 
implementing any imaginable user application on top. But Xively was one of the first 
such portals to turn commercial and seek profits from the upcoming commercialization 
of the IoT. 
 The platform provides the basic services of device management, time-series 
archiving and real-time communications between devices. Since security is perceived as 
a very critical component of these platforms, Xively guarantees secure end-to-end 
communication based on standardized technology. Developer libraries are officially 
supported in a number of different programming languages and device interfacing is 
standardized with JSON, XML and CSV. Free developer accounts are available, but 
impose limitations on data series storage time and feed rates. 
2.1.2 SensorCloud 
Another commercial service with similar offerings is Sensor Cloud [8].   Instead of a 
community driven start, it was originally developed as an in-house solution for 
monitoring sensors of the company LORD and to support its MicroStrain Sensing 
Systems. Seeing the potential for a heavy-weight, redundant and scalable infrastructure, 
they have invested in cloud level scaling with emphasis on satisfying needs for massive 
deployments with unlimited storage capabilities and extreme reliability. Due to this 
infrastructure, it promises fast visualization even for very large data sets. And it 
OpenDATA API the set of REST calls for managing the data series that are stored 
online. 
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 In terms of features, what sets SensorCloud apart is its unique capabilities for 
visualizing large amounts of data and operating on them with its MathEngine 
applications which have processing power similar to that of MATLAB. SMS and email 
alerting, security and collaboration features complete the picture. 
 Despite its commercial character, it offers plans for 3M data points per month plus 
alerting resources for free. 
2.1.3 Open.Sen.se 
Open.Sen.se [9] is another platform with the community driven mentality. It seems the 
whole effort has been slowly developing over time, and it could possibly even be frozen 
by now, as their blog blog.sen.se indicates (latest entry over a year ago) and reports 
from beta testers allude to limited connectivity [10]. Since it operates as a closed beta 
program, it is difficult to find documentation and experience the look and feel of the 
platform. However, demo graphs displayed on their blog, provide good interactivity. 
2.1.4 ThingSpeak 
Of the platforms we have reviewed, ThingSpeak [11] is the first one that maintains not 
only the community character of the early days of Cosm, but also an open-source 
nature. The basic functionality is the same as in the commercial platforms: data series 
archiving, dynamic graphs, and even basic processing of time series, two-way 
connectivity with Twitter and security options. Interfacing with the sensors is via the 
typical HTTP methods. A number of open hardware recipes are also mentioned for 
interfacing Arduino-type devices with ThingSpeak and communicating with third-party 
web sites and services as well, creating a truly open experience. 
 The downside of this community service is the limited resources is based upon, 
allowing only one update (sensor recording) every 15 seconds, which is quite restrictive 
for a serious application, but quite reasonable for amateur use.  
 In true open-source spirit, the platform itself, which is based on Ruby, is available 
for download and can power private network installations (boasting 500 worldwide), 
with the full functionality of the cloud version. 
2.1.5 nimbits 
Nimbits [12] is the second open-source platform we reviewed. It is unique in that it is 
primarily a software you download and install and less of a service or cloud platform. 
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While it maintains a cloud version at cloud.nimbits.com, the community of its users is 
built around installations of the nimbits platform, which can be residing either on 
private infrastructure, or hosted on third-party cloud services, such as Google App 
Engine, Amazon. And what makes up the nimbits community is the fact that all 
installations can intercommunicate to connect sensor feeds. This makes it a distributed 
platform for data acquisition. 
 The capabilities of nimbits are similar to the previous platforms, with REST 
interfaces, data series charts (Google Chart API by default, but can be switched), jQuery 
based interfaces, alerts and triggers [13]. 
2.1.6 WikiSensing 
WikiSensing [14] is another open-source platform, implemented with a novel 
implementation idea. It relies on an open-source wiki platform (Mediawiki) as the main 
web interface and embeds all sensor functionality on wiki pages. The concept of 
“Virtual sensors” is introduced, to refer to a new, made up data series from a number of 
physical sensors. The performance of calculating aggregate data series (summation, 
difference and averages) is also extensively discussed [6]. 
2.1.7 Others platforms 
For the sake of completeness, we would also like to mention three other platforms that 
we came across, even though they were not very popular or widely known: 
 the GSN Project, a streaming data database, for the ETH Center for Competence 
Environment and Sustainability (CCES) [15] 
 Paraimpu, another community platform, that allows device interconnection and 
social network sharing [16] 
 The WoTKit, the Web of Things toolkit for managing sensors and actuators [17] 
2.2 Graphing and Monitoring Tools 
An abundance of open-source tools for graphing and charting is available. And they 
range from simple libraries that integrate with web programming languages, to fully 
functional monitoring platforms. 
 At first, we considered full-featured monitoring platforms, such as Cacti [18], ddraw 
[19] and their ancestor, MRTG [20], which implement an advanced interface for the 
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management of data feeds. However, the majority of these tools rely on the underlying 
use of round-robin databases (RRDs) for the storage of data points. The basic advantage 
of RRD databases is that they put a limit on the storage required for long term 
monitoring (many years) of data streaming [21], but they do so at the expense of data 
resolution, as they apply a lossy method for compacting historical data.  
Other solutions, like Graphite [22] address some of the limitations of RRDs [23], but 
still require their own custom database engine and database API. 
 We also examined graphing libraries that would allow powerful, high-level, 
dynamic handling of graphing operations. Two of the most prominent tools are 
presented below. Our main interest was on the ability of the libraries to handle live and 
stored data feeds from database sources. 
2.2.1 Google Charts 
One of the most popular, general purpose graphing engines today is Google Charts [24]. 
By targeting the web standard of tomorrow, HTML5 and utilizing scalable video 
graphics (SVG), it is fully cross-browser compatible and works across a number of 
different platforms (mobiles included), taking special care of minor exceptions (like 
older IE versions). 
  In terms of data series functions, it allows dynamic data to be loaded [25] and 
supports a number of different protocols. Embedded controls make it a good choice for 
implementing dashboards. Our main requirement for easy zooming of long and short 
time ranges is the feature termed ChartRangeFilter, which allows the user to drag the 
two limits of the time range in order to specify the zoom level. 
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2.2.2 Highcharts 
Highcharts is another charting library, based on the same technologies (Javascript and 
SVG) as Google Charts [26]. Like Google Charts, it renders natively in the browser, 
without any extra plugins. It has excellent support for jQuery, a very comprehensive 
API for customizing all chart parameters and hooks for custom scripting the 
interactivity of the charts. Both live feeding and stored data is supported, with special 
consideration for time values and irregular intervals between data points. Zooming is 
also handled exceptionally well with master-detail charts. 
 
2.3 Sensor Ontologies 
Work on the Semantic Sensor Web had started by the Open Geospatial Consortium [27] 
and their Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) Initiative [28] back in 2001. However, it was 
not until 2009 that work on the standardization of the modeling of the Semantic Sensor 
Networks began, with the W3C Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) Incubator Group [29] 
which was active between 2008 and 2011 and analyzed a great number of existing 
ontologies before producing the SSN Ontology [30]. 
 As explained in the final report of the Group [31] and in presentations of their work 
[32],[33], the SSO ontology can be used in any of a number of perspectives. The 
perspective most relevant to our project is that of the sensor, which views the model in 
terms of the device that senses, how it senses, and what parameter is sensed. And 
especially relevant are the sections: 
 “5.3.1.2 The Stimulus-Sensor-Observation Ontology Design Pattern” 
 “5.3.7.2 How to represent a deployment of a network of sensors?”  
 “5.3.8.2 How to represent a site?”  
which indicate the use of observes for sensor parameters  
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and that of hasLocation and isLocationOf for both sensor locations and sites. 
 The second most relevant ontology to our work is the LPIS BOnSAI ontology [34] 
developed by the LPIS (Logic Programming & Intelligent Systems) Research Group, of 
the Computer Science Department of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. One of 
its first applications was the Smart IHU sensor network [35]. The BOnSAI ontology 
handles the representation of both Parameter types being measured with 
returnsParameter and isReturnedBy 
 
and location of sensors with hasLocation and isLocationOf. 
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2.4 Ontology Management Libraries 
There are many open-source tools for working with ontologies but the majority of them, 
and the most mature projects are in Java. The W3C maintains inventories of semantic 
tools for Java [36] and semantic tools for PHP [37]. Our initial stance was to work only 
under the PHP environment, where our SOAP and database skills were. So we 
considered RAP [38], but it seems development has ceased a few years back and there 
is no active community.  
 So we turned to Java libraries for ontology management and Jena [39] was the first 
candidate, as it is the most popular and mature library. After an original review of 
comparisons and tutorials [40], we decided to focus on OWLAPI [41], [42] as it more 
closely matches [43] the implementation of our favourite ontology editor, Protege [44]. 
The variety of add on libraries [45] that are built on top of OWLAPI, such as 
OWLAPITOOLS [46] and the fact that the project behind it was COODE [47] and its 
prime developer was Matthew Horridge [42] were the deciding factors. 
2.5 Summary of Implementation Decisions 
Based on the above research, we identified a number of important issues that influenced 
our implementation choices: 
1. none of the web platforms we examined implemented any semantically-enabled 
interface and even though some had an attractive set of functionalities, the 
offered APIs do not really support easy building of semantically-aware 
interfaces on top of their services. Exceptions to this are ThingsSpeak and 
nimbits which are offered as downloadable source code for local installations. 
2. storing our sensor data in specialized RRDs would prove problematic, firstly 
because it would limit our ability to accurately display feeds at arbitrary 
resolution depth, and secondly, because it would make post-processing of 
combinations of data feeds harder. Especially, since our deployed sensor 
network utilizes a SQL database as a repository, which has already collected 
years of data. So we decided to select a graphing library for easy integration into 
our portal implementation. 
3. As far as charting tools are concerned, both libraries have similar features and 
implementation (cross browser compatibility, HTML5 and scalable vector 
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graphics support). Even though Google Charts would prove valuable for our 
personalization features because of its excellent support of Dashboard controls, 
Highcharts includes an assortment of date-time-related features that make it 
essential for plotting time series sensor data, and especially for combining 
multiple data feeds with irregular intervals. 
4. In terms of the two ontologies, both of them sufficiently handle parameter types 
and locations. Knowing the BOnSAI ontology had sprang out of the Smart IHU 
project, we decided to proceed with the BOnSAI model first, and then later 
attempt to align it with the SSN ontology. 
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3 Implementation Requirements 
This chapter is a more detailed description of the problems being addressed and the 
requirements posed at the planning phase of our platform. 
3.1 New Sensor Integration 
 One of the main considerations sited by the managers of the IHU sensor network 
during the requirement analysis phase was the ease of managing the multitude of 
sensors installed and the variety of sensor makers, each one imposing their own custom 
ways of recording sensor measurements in the database.  
 The experience so far has been fraught with problems. While most manufacturers 
store a single measurement value per database record, some multi-parameter sensors  
register readings of four different parameters within the same database record, for a 
single point of time (e.g. the EnviR sensor records the quadraplet: temperature, 
phase1watts, phase2watts, phase3watts). Other sensors require a different database table 
per parameter (prisma_humidity, prisma_luminance, etc). Our sensor reading platform 
has to be able to host any manufacturer's database schema and yet be able to extract 
values for each and every one of the parameters available, and do so in a uniform way. 
 Organizing sensor readings is only one aspect of the problem.  Relating sensor ids to 
all of the sensor information is also important. Meta-data regarding the sensor, such as: 
Model, Maker, Location, Parameter measured, Units, functional description of what the 
sensor measures at IHU, is all information related to the sensor's readings, but not 
represented in the database schema of the sensor's manufacturer. So any management 
solution has to provide for the easy access and maintenance of sensor metadata, as well 
as a simple way to interconnect with the sensor readings. 
 The sensor network manager must have easy tools to introduce new sensors to the 
network, integrate the manufacturers schema and point the correct database fields and 
tables for extracting values of measurements. At the same time, sensor metadata has to 
be organized and available for ontological processing, regarding its location and 
parameters being measured. 
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 Our solution involves SQL tools for solving the first problem with data aggregations 
and transformed table views. On the other hand, it utilizes ontology instances, and 
object, data and annotation properties to maintain sensor meta-data and allow logical 
processing of entity relationships. We did consider storing the ontology entities within 
the same database as the sensor measurements, in order to have a single point of data 
entry for new sensors and parameters. Although tools exist to allow for this kind of 
integration, this approach involved software libraries that we could not explore at this 
stage. 
3.2 Sensor Feed Monitoring 
 Monitoring of sensor feeds can be paralleled to monitoring of other parameters. In 
fact, there are many tools specializing in network monitoring which deal with all 
aspects of this process, from graph creation, to storage and rotation/truncation of a 
series of data [21]. Sensor feed monitoring is no different, but requires special handling 
of the following: 
 ability to display varying ranges of time, from the most detailed time scale of 
few minutes, to the widest of several years. 
 ability to handle large datasets and still maintain fast response in graphing 
interface 
 ability to add or subtract data series in order to show the total effect of an 
aggregation of sensors measuring the same parameters, or a difference of 
sensors indicating the missing part of a whole (e.g. if we subtract power 
consumption for lighting from that of a whole building, we get a measure of the 
effects of all other sinks). 
 Our solution has to implement a graph monitoring interface that is able to visualize 
sensor data feeds with a powerful mechanism for zooming in on the data for fine 
grained analysis, as well as zoom out to an overview of yearly data. And do so in an 
effective and user friendly way. 
 Also, the user should be able to select multiple data series and plot their aggregate 
effect. The ability to allow an arbitrary selection of sensors to be added as a virtual data 
series, representing either the sum, or the subtraction of one from another will be a 
valuable tool to the managers of the sensor network. 
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 One last requirement is to ensure that the graphs can effectively present the 
extrapolated series, even in the absence of many data points, as sporadic failure of 
sensors is not uncommon and parameter readings often contain gaps (lapse times) in 
recorded values. 
3.3 Sensor and Metrics Discovery 
 Having chosen an ontology structure to store all sensor meta-data allows for easier 
manipulation and logical inferences to be made about the sensor network. This can be 
extended to any of the facets represented by the semantic network ontology, but our 
work revolves around the use of the ontology regarding two main features: 
 the parameters being measured by the sensor, and  
 the sensor's location in the building 
 The ontology specifies classes of parameters, hierarchically organized and types of 
locations, hierarchically organized in Rooms, Floors and Buildings. 
 The user interface of our monitoring platform has to expose these two kinds of 
information to the end user and allow him to pick and choose these as filtering criteria, 
in order to find matching sensors of interest. This way, end users unfamiliar with the 
IHU sensor network can investigate the existence of specific sensors they are interested 
in, within the different parts of the buildings. 
 The power of using an ontological structure for navigation of the semantic sensor 
network is that the ontology can be queried for complex requirements and can infer the 
correct answers by associating ontology facts, without having the explicit knowledge 
ahead of time. Questions such as the following should be reasonable to pose to the 
ontology and receive replies: 
 which temperature sensors are housed in Building A? 
 which environmental sensors are on the 1st floor of Building C? 
And more complex ones, such as: 
 which CO2 sensors are located on 1st floors? 
 which power consumption sensors are in the same room as temperature sensors? 
 which other rooms have the same sensors are Room X? 
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Of course these questions would be easy to answer, even with a simple model of 
defining all relative locations of sensors with respect to every room, floor, building and 
types of parameters measured. But the ontology makes it easier for the sensor network 
manager to maintain info, based on a few simple statements about the sensors and draws 
its power from inferences that extend the initial statements made. 
3.4 Other Features Under Consideration 
 Additional functionality that was mentioned in the nice-to-have features: 
 simple UI for user-friendliness 
 personal profile support, for storage and retrieval of custom settings per user 
and personalized dashboards 
 role support, for end-user and sensor network administrator access 
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4 Platform Development 
We will now present our solution, discuss implementations details and decisions that 
were taken during the development process. 
4.1 Introduction to the platform 
The implementation consists of the following components: 
 the web page interface for the end-user (UI) 
 the sensor network measurements database (DB) 
 the sensor network ontology query engine (QE) 
The simplified diagram of components functions follows: 
 
From now on, we will refer to these components by their abbreviations. As you can see, 
the UI has two basic parts, the graphing interface, where all charts are drawn and 
manipulated by the user, and the sensor selection interface, where the user browses for 
available sensors matching his criteria and selects the data series to work with. 
4.1.1 Basic Functionality 
The following is a simplified description of the functionality: 
1. The user browses through the available sensors by selecting filter criteria  
2. The matching sensors are fetched by dynamically querying the QE
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3. Selecting any sensor from the bottom part of the UI, the selection interface,  
4. fetches its meta-data from the QE, 
5. then fetches its data series from the DB, and 
6. adds it to the top part, the graphing interface. 
4.1.2 Definition of terms 
Filter criteria: 
 sensor parameter type (e.g. environmental, power consumption, CO2 etc) 
 sensor location (e.g. building, floor, room or point) 
Query: 
 a question posed to the QE to use the sensor ontology and its reasoner in order to 
make any necessary inferences and discover sensors matching the criteria 
Ontology: 
 the logical model describing the generalization of sensor classes, the classes of 
parameters measured and relationships to them, and types of locations. The 
ontology also includes the facts about the specifics of the IHU sensor network 
Reasoner: 
 the inference engine that operates on the ontology statements and rules, in order 
to produce the full knowledge, the enlarged set of statements, about the sensors 
Sensor meta-data: information about the sensor stored in the ontology 
 ID, the unique name that identifies a sensor's data series and servers as the link 
between the sensor's meta-data in the QE and the sensor's measurements in the 
DB 
 Model and Manufacturer 
 Parameter type measured and units for the sensor's measurements 
 Comment regarding the sensor's function in the IHU network 
4.1.3 Component Technology 
Our implementation is integrating a number of technologies to bind all the components 
together. We will briefly introduce these here, an an orientation to the reader. 
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And the role each technology plays in our project: 
 jQuery UI: Javascript library for developing functional interfaces for web pages 
using widgets of customizable functionality. Our selection UI utilizes it heavily. 
 HighStock: Javascript library for creating interactive graphs of data series. Our 
graphing interface uses the HighStock API to plot sensor data series graphs. 
 AJAX: a term referring to Javascript's capability to dynamically query a server 
for data without reloading the web page. Our web interface uses AJAX to query 
the ontology when the user selects sensor criteria. 
 SOAP: standardized, XML-based, web service protocol used in exchanges 
between agents. We have chosen this protocol to expose the querying interface 
of our Ontology, in order to make our QE as open as possible to other front-end 
applications. 
 OWL API: Java library for loading, manipulating and querying ontologies. We 
use it to query the IHU sensor network metadata and find sensors matching the 
user defined criteria. 
 JSON: protocol for exchange of structured data objects. HighStock takes 
advantage of this protocol to dynamically load data series in the graphs. 
 MySQL: open-source database server. In our case, it stores IHU sensor 
measurements. 
4.2 IHU Sensor Database 
The database that stores all measurements produced by the IHU sensor network is a 
central MySQL database. A number of different sensors are sending records of 
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measurements, each utilizing its custom schema of either one or more tables, all hosted 
within the same database. 
Some examples of sensor schemes are: 
 the EnviR+CCSmartClamper Sensor, storing values in the the ccdata table, each 
row with 5 readings (temp, phase1watts, phase2watts, phase3watts and 
phasesum) 
 the Prisma Sensors, storing values in different tables, with single readings per 
row 
 
 the SensoAir Sensors, storing values with single readings per row, but in a 
different table format 
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4.2.1 Dynamic aggregation of data points  
We began creating graphs with data series from the ccdata table, which included five 
data series. We decided to take advantage of the SQL backend as the means to apply 
calculations on the data series, since the DB can apply processing to all records in 
parallel, rather than having our application (a procedural, serialized program) do the 
processing on a single record at a time. As the measurements are quite dense, the 
sampling of a typical sensor taking place every 15 seconds, we had to limit the number 
of data points fetched for graphing, by creating aggregate points. Our initial SQL 
statements for dynamic aggregation of data points resorted to GROUP BY selection for 
time intervals of a day, before fetching yearly data: 
 
SELECT CONCAT(DATE_FORMAT(TIMESTAMP(date,time),'%Y-%m'),'-01') AS 
datetime,  
 ROUND(AVG(temp),2) AS value  
 FROM ccdata  
 WHERE sensorID=$sensorID AND  
 date >= '".$startDate."' AND  
 date < DATE_ADD('".$startDate."',INTERVAL 1 YEAR)  
 GROUP BY DATE_FORMAT(TIMESTAMP(date,time), '%Y-%m') 
 
And if finer time resolution was required, the user had to manually select a different 
time scale. Instead of yearly data, monthly, daily options were available which resulted 
in grouping by month and hour respectively. The problem with this approach was that 
depending on the time frame requested, the delay introduced for computing the data 
series values was often noticeable by the end user. 
 To speed things up we tried alternative methods, such as grouping by arithmetic sql 
operations, instead of date sql operations, but with minor improvements: 
 
SELECT (UNIX_TIMESTAMP(TIMESTAMP(date,time)) DIV $timeStep) * 
$timeStep AS datetime,  
 ROUND(AVG($param),2) AS value  
 FROM ccdata  
 WHERE sensorID=$sensorID AND  
 date >='$startDate'  
 GROUP BY UNIX_TIMESTAMP(TIMESTAMP(date,time)) DIV $timeStep 
 
where $timeStep was the target stepping time resolution in seconds. 
4.2.2 Precomputed aggregate data points 
On demand computation of data points obviously introduces a delay that is not welcome 
with interactive applications like ours. The speed factor, combined with the fact that 
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each sensor manufacturer introduces a custom schema for recording sensor data, was 
the motivation for taking the decision to create a new table in the database with 
precomputed aggregate values for all sensor data series. This solution has several 
advantages: 
 eliminates the delay of computing on the fly averages of successive sensor 
values for short intervals of time 
 exposes the sensor data series to our application in a uniform way 
 organizes the sensor IDs for sensors of any manufacturer making it easy to 
lookup any specific data series based on a standardized ID  
The structure of the aggrdata table is simple: 
While the date and time fields together identify the point in time when the value of the 
sensor was recorded, the sensorID and sensorType fields together identify the data 
series uniquely. The are both indexed to allow for quick retrieval of a whole data series 
for a specific sensor. 
 Aggregation of data points has its obvious disadvantages as well. If for some 
specific intervals a better resolution than the aggregated time interval is required, then 
we have to resort to the original sensor data. To lessen the effects of this adversity, we 
adopt a stratified approach to the aggregation of data points, with finer time resolution 
for the past day (1 min aggregate values), less fine for the past week (1 hour) and the 
even coarser for any previous dates (1 day). We can obviously tune this scheme to suit 
any needs, by varying the time intervals and time resolutions accordingly.  
 The following is sample sql code for aggregating a temperature data series 
(sensorID=0) in three stages. It takes raw data from the ccdata table and inserts 
aggregate data into the aggrdata table: 
 
/* 1 min datapoints for past day - 24x60=1440 data points */  
INSERT INTO aggrdata (sensorID, sensorType, date, time, value)  
 SELECT sensorID,'temp',date,TIME_FORMAT(time,'%k:%i'), 
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  ROUND(AVG(temp),2)  
 FROM ccdata  
 WHERE sensorID=0 AND  date = SUBDATE(CURDATE(),1)  
 GROUP BY DATE,HOUR(time),MINUTE(time) 
 /* 1 hour datapoints for past 7 days - 7x24=168+curDate data points 
*/  
INSERT INTO aggrdata (sensorID, sensorType, date, time, value)  
 SELECT sensorID,'temp',date,TIME_FORMAT(time,'%k:00'), 
  ROUND(AVG(temp),2)  
 FROM ccdata  
 WHERE sensorID=0 AND date >= SUBDATE(CURDATE(),7)  
  AND date < SUBDATE(CURDATE(),1)  
 GROUP BY DATE,HOUR(time) 
/* 1 day datapoints beyond that */  
INSERT INTO aggrdata (sensorID, sensorType, date, time, value)  
 SELECT sensorID,'temp',date,NULL,ROUND(AVG(temp),2)  
 FROM ccdata  
 GROUP BY sensorID,date 
 
The code is meant to be run on a daily schedule, in order to insert aggregate data from 
newly recorded raw data. MySQL offers a special tool for this, the Event Scheduler 
[48][49]. Using MySQL events we can automate this process of precomputing the 
aggregate data points for graphing the sensor data series. 
4.2.3 Mapping sensor IDs to data series names 
As we mentioned above, the unique name for each data series is composed of two 
fields, the numeric sensorID, which is an ID given by the sensor manufacturer and 
recorded with each sensor measurement, and the sensorType, which is a string that we 
assign to each data series. The need for this string suffix is to make sure that the sensor 
name (data series name) is unique throughout our aggrdata table, as manufacturer 
assigned numeric IDs would not necessarily be distinct.  
4.3 Data Series Feeds 
 A typical API for exchanging datasets between a web page running in the browser 
and server side services is the JSON standard, which stands for Javascript Object 
Notation. It is particularly suitable for structuring arbitrarily complex data structures, in 
a format easy for human readers (an alternative to XML-based SOAP).  
 Moreover, our graphing library, which is based on Javascript, has methods for initial 
fetching and reloading of data series in JSON format. This made our choice for JSON 
obvious. 
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 Our implementation for fetching the data series resides in the getData.php file. It is 
coded in PHP, which has great support for SQL connections and JSON encoding.  The 
functionality of the code is outlined below: 
1. checks passed arguments for requested data series (one or two) 
2. connects to awesome db  
3. fetches complete data series from the aggrdata table 
4. if a summation, difference or average is requested,  
calculates values for the computed data series in the SQL backend 
5. pushes sql results in php array 
6. returns the array contents in JSON encoded format 
Compared to our initial implementation where the data series were dynamically 
aggregated and checks for empty data point values had to be checked sequentially, the 
code is greatly simplified. 
 Note also that data points are time-stamped, so the graphing library can accurately 
display gaps in sensor measurements. If a standard sampling time interval was assumed,  
the graphing library would have a distorted view of the time series in cases of missing 
data points. 
 The sql code that fetches the data is very simple: 
 
SELECT UNIX_TIMESTAMP(TIMESTAMP(date,time)) AS datetime, value  
 FROM aggrdata  
 WHERE '$sensor1' = CONCAT(sensorID,sensorType) 
 
The sensor name $sensor1 passed by the requesting side is compared with the 
concatenated string of the two aggrdata table fields (sensorID, sensorType), as 
explained above, in Mapping sensor IDs to data series names. 
 To achieve processing of two data series for summations, we utilize an SQL self 
join of the aggrdata table: 
 
SELECT UNIX_TIMESTAMP(TIMESTAMP(A.date,A.time)) AS datetime,  
 (A.value + B.value) AS value  
FROM aggrdata AS A LEFT JOIN aggrdata AS B  
 ON (A.date = B.date AND A.time = B.time)  
WHERE '$sensor1' = CONCAT(A.sensorID,A.sensorType)  
 AND '$sensor2' = CONCAT(B.sensorID,B.sensorType) 
 
And similarly for the difference between two data series: 
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SELECT UNIX_TIMESTAMP(TIMESTAMP(A.date,A.time)) AS datetime,  
 (A.value - B.value) AS value  
FROM aggrdata AS A LEFT JOIN aggrdata AS B  
 ON (A.date = B.date AND A.time = B.time)  
WHERE '$sensor1' = CONCAT(A.sensorID,A.sensorType)  
 AND '$sensor2' = CONCAT(B.sensorID,B.sensorType) 
 
Likewise for the average: 
 
SELECT UNIX_TIMESTAMP(TIMESTAMP(A.date,A.time)) AS datetime,  
 (A.value + B.value)/2 AS value  
FROM aggrdata AS A LEFT JOIN aggrdata AS B  
 ON (A.date = B.date AND A.time = B.time)  
WHERE '$sensor1' = CONCAT(A.sensorID,A.sensorType)  
 AND '$sensor2' = CONCAT(B.sensorID,B.sensorType) 
 
 We also explored alternative ways to calculate the summation of more than two data 
series, which is a limitation of the above self-join method. Making use of GROUP BY 
and SQL group arithmetic functions, this method can handle the summation of an 
arbitrary set of sensors within the same database table: 
 
SELECT UNIX_TIMESTAMP(TIMESTAMP(date,time)) AS datetime,  
 SUM(value) AS value  
FROM aggrdata  
WHERE '$sensor1' = CONCAT(sensorID,sensorType)  
 OR '$sensor2' = CONCAT(sensorID,sensorType)  
 GROUP BY TIMESTAMP(date,time) 
 
This method is very effective for summations and averages of sets of data series', but 
not suitable to supporting differences. Even though we have not yet integrated support 
for summations for multiple data series in our API calling methods for getData.php, the 
underlying SQL data fetching method is ready. 
4.4 Graphing Interface 
 Our initial attempt at the UI was based on the Highcharts Javascript library, which 
supports detailed customization of the graphs. Practically all components of the graph's 
appearance can be configured as desired: axis units and scale, legend format and 
position, data series titles and colors, and data point label format. Here is a sample of 
our first implementation of a temperature graph: 
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Note, gaps in the data series, which was due to lapses in sensor operation and the choice 
of a fixed sampling interval used initially.  
 The graph did not include an option to zoom in on the graph, but we designed an 
interval selection menu on the original UI to allow for different time ranges spanning 
yearly, monthly and daily data.  
 Highcharts itself has a specialized “zoomable” graph type 
[http://www.highcharts.com/demo/line-time-series], which allows the user to drag over 
a specific part of the data series and zoom in on the data. While this is a powerful 
feature, it lacks the ability to maintain full overview of the data in the original (zoomed 
out) range. So we turned to Highstock, the sister library of Highcharts, which has an 
even more powerful interface. The default highstock chart offers a number of interesting 
features already integrated: 
 presets for selecting range of last month, 3 months, 6 months, year-to-date, last 1 
year, or all data series 
 full data series overview, running underneath the main graph, independent of 
currently selected range. Option to extend or restrict range. 
 drag-to-select range over the data series 
 chart context menu for printing or downloading the graph in many formats 
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These features make highstock a perfect match for our needs for displaying sensor data. 
Here is a sample of our second implementation of a temperature graph: 
Both libraries have an extensive API for manipulating data series, adding and removing 
series, dynamically reloading data through use of JSON, binding to UI events (e.g. 
legend or data series clicking) with used defined functions [50]. We utilized this API to 
integrate the graphing interface with our sensor selection interface. 
 However, there are still a lot of features investigate and some of the candidates we 
could make good use of to improve our platform are: 
 multiple axes for mixed parameter (multi sensor) graphs 
 lazy loading of data to avoid UI delays when loading large data sets [51] 
4.5 User Interface Design 
 The initial UI for our platform was based on the assumption that the user would first 
select a time range (year, month or day) and pick a start date, before any graph would be 
shown. This worked well in terms of defining the target time interval of interest, but 
involved a certain number of steps before the user could see any data series.  
 The prototype below, required a sequence of three selections, first the sensor, then 
the time range and finally the date (month and day). And this was not taking into 
account the ontology criteria (parameter type and location) that had not been 
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implemented yet on the prototype. A sequence of five selection steps would have been 
too much for the end-user to bear happily. 
We decided to rework the UI, make extensive use of jQuery and AJAX methods [52], 
and combined with the newly discovered functionality of the Highstock graph, we 
eliminated the need for the date interval selections altogether. Now that we had 
aggregate data points, precalculated and fewer than raw data, we could afford to load 
the whole data series with a full two-years worth of data, upon sensor selection. Our 
second approach at the UI required only two selection steps, the two criteria for filtering 
sensors. So the user would have to select a Parameter type first and then a Location, 
before the ontology would return a set of matching sensors. A selection on a sensor 
from the Matching list, would draw the graph of its data series: 
 
Note the long list Parameters and the hierarchy of Locations, indicated by the dashes in 
the Locations menu. The selection lists where still very primitive. 
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 Eliminating time selection options greatly simplified the interface and the process. 
Still, enhancements had to be made to allow the end-user to select a set of sensors to 
work with, even when switching criteria. So we introduced the palette concept, where 
the user can browse through available sensors, by trying different filtering criteria and 
store sensors of interest on the palette. 
 Once on the palette, sensors can be: 
 erased temporarily from the graph and 
redrawn 
 selected to display their metadata on 
the Sensor Info section 
 selected in pairs for creating 
summation, difference and average 
virtual data series, only if their 
parameters match 




The criteria selection menus were also improved. The selections in the Parameter 
dropdown menu were reduced to contain only the currently existing instances of 
Parameters in the IHU sensor network ontology, making selection easier. The Location 
dropdown menu was changed to a dynamic menu [53] that better represents the 
hierarchy of locations, with Buildings expanding to show their Floors and Rooms, as 
modeled in the ontology: 
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Each of the selection widgets is implemented with Javascript and jQuery. Here is a 
snippet of code that loads the contents of the Locations widget, by querying the 
ontology with the aid of the ajax2soap.php file and requesting a getLocations method: 
 
 //queries the ontology to populate the Location Menu with items  
 function loadLocationMenu() {  
  $.ajax({  
   type: 'POST',  
   url: 'ajax2soap.php?action=getLocations',  
   data: '',  
   success: function(data){  
    $( "#locationMenu" ).html(data);  
    //refresh the Location menu after loading new items  
    $('#locationMenu').smartmenus('refresh');  
   }  
  });  
 } 
 
The following snippet handles user interaction events for the Locations widget, utilizing 
the smartmenus javascript plugin for expandable menus: 
 
 //handle the events for the location Menu  
 $('#locationMenu').smartmenus({  
 });  
 $('#locationMenu').bind('select.smapi', function(e, item) {  
  //function called when a Location item is selected  
  var itemText = item.text;  
    
  //expandable submenus include a '+ ' prefix in the menu item  
  //test if it exists and remove it  
  if (itemText.indexOf("+") !=-1) {  
   itemText = itemText.substr(1);  
  }  
  locationSet = itemText;  
 
  //load the matchingSensorMenu with sensors  
  //matching the selected location  
  reloadSensorMenu();  
 
  //hide the popup menu  
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Despite the improved functionality, there are a number of improvements that can still be 
made: 
 add capability for multiple graph panes, each with its own sensor selector 
interface and palette, so that end users can create as many different graphs as 
needed 
 extend the concept of virtual data series to support summations and averages of 
more than two sensors 
4.6 The Ontology Query Engine 
 The graphing interface would have been sufficient, if the requirements were limited 
to presentation and monitoring of sensor data series. However, the abstract model of the 
sensor network, as represented in the ontology, offers us the ability to browser the 
sensor network and investigate the truth of logical statements regarding the sensors and 
relationships to parameters being measured, their absolute and relative location in the 
buildings and anything else we choose to model in our ontology. By integrating the 
ontology to the monitoring interface, we augment the power of our platform. In order to 
implement the required functionality our UI has to query the engine for: 
 the list of all Parameter types (or existing instances of them) 
which is used to populate the Parameter dropdown menu (sensor selection filter) 
 the list of all Location instances (buildings, floors, rooms) 
which is used to populate the Location dropdown menu (sensor selection filter) 
 lists of any Sensors located at a given Location and measuring a given 
Parameter type, which is used to populate the Matching Sensors dropdown 
menu 
 a given Sensor's meta-data, which is used to fill the Sensor Info view 
The QE is implementing the above functionality. 
4.6.1 The BOnSAI Ontology for Sensors 
 The BOnSAI ontology is modeling a much larger domain than the scope of our 
project. Our UI requirements were limited to supporting the discovery of available 
sensors, based on parameter measured by the sensor and its location. Here are the 
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BOnSAI Classes related to this task, along with some common subclasses used in our 
instances of the IHU sensor network: 
 Parameter (PowerConsumption, EnvironmentalParameter, CO2level, 
Temperature) 
 Hardware (Device, Sensor) 
 Location (Building, Floor, Room) 
Here is a representation of their hierarchy subtree in BOnSAI, as displayed in Protege 
[44], the popular ontology editor: 
 
 
The Object Properties (and their inverses) that provide relationships between our classes 
of interest are: 
 returnsParameter (isReturnedBy) relating Sensor to Parameter 
 hasLocation (isLocationOf) relating Hardware to Location 
 hasFloor (isInBuilding) relating Building to Floor 
 hasRoom (isOnFloor) relating Floor to Room 
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Here is a sample view of the usage of these Object Properties on a sensor: 
 
To interpret this screenshot, the IHU sensor model states that the sensor EnviR is 
located in Room_SciTech2, returns the parameter Temperature_C and has the ID 
ID_0phasesum. There are a few other details about the sensors, such as its Manufacturer 
and Model. 
 The above Classes and Object Properties are used extensively in our ontology query 
engine code.  
4.6.2 The OWL API Library 
 The core of our query engine is built around this Java library that provides methods 
to to load an ontology, query it or manipulate it further by adding classes, individuals 
and properties.  
 To get acquainted with OWL API, the reader should try a few of the tutorials that 
abound [54]. One of the most comprehensive is “OWL 2 and SWRL Tutorial” [55] 
where the subject of working with OWL API is introduced with excellent examples. 
Ontology Loading 
 Ontologies are typically published in a publicly accessible URLs and apart from 
their Class and Property definitions, they may contain Individuals as well. For the Smart 
IHU Sensor Network, we created an ontology file that contained the BOnSAI ontology, 
as well as the individuals that describe the real-world instances of sensors, parameters 
and locations at IHU. 
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To work with an ontology, we have to 
 create an OWLManager 
 load an ontology into it, either from a locally stored file or URL 
 create a shortFormProvider 
The following is sample code to load an ontology: 
 
private static final String ontFile = "BOnSAIsensorportal71.owl"; 
private static final String BASE_URL = 
"http://lpis.csd.auth.gr/ontologies/bonsai/BOnSAI.owl"; 
 
// Get hold of an ontology manager 
myManager = OWLManager.createOWLOntologyManager(); 
 
// Load the local copy of the ontology from file 
File file = new File(ontFile); 
myOntology = myManager.loadOntologyFromOntologyDocument(file); 
 
// Create a short form provider  
// to map between long and short ontology class names 
shortFormProvider = new SimpleShortFormProvider(); 
myPm = (PrefixOWLOntologyFormat) 
 myManager.getOntologyFormat(myOntology); 
myPm.setDefaultPrefix(BASE_URL + "#");  
 
Note that the shortFormProvider is very useful for converting between the long form of 
ontology entities and their respective short form, which simplifies entities for the human 
reader. As an example, here is the Parameter class, in long and short form, utilizing the 




 To take full advantage of the power of an ontology, an inference engine is required 
to allow inferences to be drawn from ontology rules and individuals. We experimented 
with two different Reasoners (inference engines): 
 Pellet 
 HermiT 
OWL API is Reasoner agnostic, in that the methods to query the ontology are the same 
for any Reasoner. But loading a Reasoner requires adding the appropriate Reasoner 
class paths to the Java project. The following is sample code to create a Reasoner and 
associate it with the OWLManager which has our previously loaded ontology: 
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// Create an ontology factory to work with a Reasoner 
myFactory = myManager.getOWLDataFactory(); 
System.out.println("Loaded ontology: " + myOntology); 
 
// Uncomment below, to use the Pellet reasoner 
//OWLReasonerFactory reasonerFactory = 
 PelletReasonerFactory.getInstance(); 
 
// Alternatively, download HermiT http://hermit-reasoner.com 
// Then add the HermiT library to your class path 
OWLReasonerFactory reasonerFactory = new Reasoner.ReasonerFactory(); 
 
myReasoner = reasonerFactory.createReasoner(myOntology, new 
 SimpleConfiguration()); 
rootOntology = myReasoner.getRootOntology(); 
 
Queries 
All of our work with the ontology revolved around building queries and parsing their 
results. The following is sample code for querying the Reasoner for all subclasses of the 
Parameter class and returning a comma-separated list of results: 
 
// Get a class handle 
OWLClass parameterClass = myFactory.getOWLClass(":Parameter", myPm); 
 
// List subClasses of this class 
for (OWLClass parameter : myReasoner.getSubClasses(parameterClass, 
false).getFlattened()) { 
 System.out.println("parameter : " + myRenderer.render(parameter)); 
   if (result.equals("")) { 
     result = myRenderer.render(parameter); 
   } else { 
     result += "," + myRenderer.render(parameter); 
 }          
} 
 
4.6.3 Architecture of the Java Query Engine  





 BonsaiMain is just the main class which creates the instances of the 
DLQueryEngine and the BonsaiWebService and ties them together. The static string  
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SOAP_URL = "http://localhost:9903/bonsai"; is responsible for deciding where the 
SOAP server will be listening to incoming connections and where the SOAP WSDL 
service will be. 
 BonsaiWebService contains the code that handles all incoming web service 
requests from SOAP clients. This is where all the SOAP methods of the query interface 
are defined. It uses the JAX-WS framework for implementing a simple SOAP server in 
Java [56]. WebMethod is used to define the SOAP methods that will be available to 
clients and WebParam is used to define the parameters that each SOAP method can 
accept as arguments. 
 DLQueryEngine contains all the OWL API code for handling the ontology. It also 
implements the back-end of the query interface defined in BonsaiWebService and 
handles all interaction with the ontology and the Reasoner. It has been adapted from 
code for the OWL API tutorial “DL Query Example.” 
 DLQueryParser is only used for the open ended queries to the ontology and 
specifically for parsing the query strings sent by the SOAP client. It is the same code as 
that found in the OWL API tutorial “DL Query Example.” 
[https://github.com/owlcs/owlapi/tree/master/contract/src/test/java/org/coode/owlapi/ex
amples] 
4.6.4 The Query Engine API 
The API calls we have developed for our query engine correspond to the AJAX 
methods we defined on the UI side. We can distinguish between two kinds of queries, 
the ones prepared specifically for the purposes of our application and open queries that 
may be useful to extend the functionality of our application with more complex searches 
and browsing features in the future. 
Prepared Queries 
We have matched each of the desired functions of the UI, as defined in the intro to 4.6 
above, with a respective SOAP call method. 
 The getParams method takes no arguments and returns a list of all Parameter 
individuals (the sensor parameters returned by any sensor) in our ontology. Initially we 
opted for a simpler method, that of querying the ontology for all subclasses of 
Parameter, but this had a couple of disadvantages. First, it returned a much longer list of 
options in the Parameter menu for the user to select from, including parameters that had 
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no existing sensors in our model. Second, it returned the ID parameter as well, which 
does not really make sense as an option for choosing Parameters of interest. So our 
second approach was to query for Parameter individuals and exclude those of type ID. 
This yielded a much shorter list of choices and better representing the real sensors in our 
model. 
 The getLocations method also takes no arguments and returns a list of all Location 
individuals (buildings, floors and rooms). However, we are not simply returning a flat 
list of locations. Ideally, the querying application would make good use of an organized 
list of buildings, the floors for each one and their corresponding rooms. So we structure 
the resulting list by building, nesting queries for its floors and then rooms, and adding 
special characters (*) to indicate the level of the location. With this output, our 
application receiving the reply can parse the results and construct a special menu 
indicating floor and room ownership. 
 The getSensors method takes two arguments, which are the filter criteria indicating 
the user's interest in parameter measured and location of the sensor. The method returns 
a list of sensors matching the criteria. Our initial approach was troubled by the way 
BOnSAI originally modeled location, using a different Object Property for each 
location level (hasLocation, isOnFloor, isInBuilding) making it difficult to search for a 
sensor in any specific level of Location. To solve this problem, we had implemented the 
following algorith: 
1. check requestedLocation level was requested 
2. for each sensor of the Parameter type requested 
 if sensorLocation is matching requestedLocation, include it in output 
 if sensorLocation is lower level than requestedLocation, check one level up 
 This ended up as quite complex code with multiple nested loops, but it worked 
correctly, checking Location matches at all levels. 
 The getSensors2 method was our second approach to the matching Location 
problem, which took advantage of minor improvements to the BOnSAI ontology, which 
we explain in the next section.  The code is much simplified, as it utilizes the Reasoner 
to seek transitive relationships between the requestedLocation and the sensorLocation.  
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 Finally, the getSensorID method which takes a single argument, a sensor's name, 
and returns all the meta-data of this sensor, that is a list of the sensor's ID, Parameter, 
Manufacturer, Model, and Comment. 
Open Queries Interface 
 Our initial intent was to provide our application with a totally open interface for 
queries. We envisioned our application able to pose any query in the form of a string 
and have the QE respond with the results. We based our initial implementation on an 
OWL API tutorial, the “DL Query Example” [57] which provided exactly this interface. 
 The query string has to be in Manchester OWL syntax and has exaclty the same 
functionality as the Protege DL Query Tab [58]. The askQuery method takes a query 
string as the first argument, but is accompanied by two more arguments: 
 entityType, to indicate what type of results are expected (subclasses, 
superclasses, individuals) 
 direct, a boolean to indicate request for direct or indirect descendants 
Some of the queries in DL syntax that are possible with this method are: 
 Room THAT isOnFloor value Floor_1 
 Sensor AND hasLocation value Building_A AND returnsParameter value 
This implementation obviously gave the front-end application great flexibility to query 
the ontology for any needed info from the ontology, but it also shifted significantly the 
focus of parsing the results from the QE to the application. We decided to keep the 
ontology parsing functionality local to the QE and not burden the application with it. 
But we maintained this calling method in our QE API, in order to leave an open 
interface to any other front end applications that may choose to query the BOnSAI 
engine. 
4.6.5 Changes to the BOnSAI Ontology 
 While working with the ontology, we realized that the Reasoners would in certain 
cases return unexpected results. Some of the examples where: 
 querying for Building individuals, results would include Room individuals as 
well 
 querying for powerConsumption individuals, results would include Temperature 
individuals as well 
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We traced the problem with the Protege Reasoner and its explanation rules 
which indicated a problem with some of the Object Properties being unnecessarily 
declared as InverseFunctional. We corrected the following: 
 returnsParameter (Sensor, Parameter) 
removed InverseFunctional as the Parameter does not uniquely identify the 
Sensor (many sensors exist returning the same Parameter)  
 isReturnedBy(Parameter, Sensor) 
removed Functional as the Sensor does not uniquely identify the Parameter  
(many sensors return the same Parameter)  
 A second problem we faced, had to do with the use of specialized location Object 
Properties that were different for Building, Floor and Room. Even though the catch-all 
relationship hasLocation existed, it was only used for indicating the sensors location 
and not for room location in floors, or floor location in buildings. This made the 
inference engine useless with respect to seeking location of sensors across all levels and 
explicit queries had to be made for each level. 
 Our first attempt to solve the problem was to define the hasLocation as 
superProperty of isInBuilding and isOnFloor and turn the Transitive property on, in 
order to be able to pose single step queries to ontology about the location of sensors. 
This solution would have avoided the need to restate the individuals locations, by 
making use of subProperty statements. It turned out to be too complex for our 
Reasoners to handle and these queries made them crash. 
 We then simplified our approach and replaced all location Object Properties with 
hasLocation and isLocationOf instead, extending their Ranges and Domains 
appropriately, and restating the individuals locations. By turning the Transitive property 
on and removing any Functional and inverseFunctional cardinal restrictions, we were 
able to have the Reasoner (HermiT) return proper results for the sensors locations. 
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 An example of such an inference that is now possible by the Reasoner is the 
following: 
 Sensor_A hasLocation Room_B AND  
 Room_B hasLocation Floor_C AND  
 Floor_C hasLocation Building_D  
 THEN Sensor_A hasLocation Building_D  
This whole effort was well worth it, as it simplified the QE code for matching sensors 
significantly, as we explained above. 
4.7 Semantic Enablement of the UI 
 Our UI communicates with the ontology through the three dropdown menus: 
 Parameters 
 Locations 
 Matching Sensors 
To enable the UI for interaction with the QE, we had to be able to make SOAP calls. 
Making SOAP calls from Javascript is difficult, but PHP has  excellent support for 
SOAP and WSDL, which simplifies the task tremendously. So we introduced this 
intermediary module, receiving AJAX calls from the UI's Javascript code and executing 
SOAP calls to our QE.  
 Our implementation for fetching the results of ontology queries resides in the 
ajax2soap.php file. The methods defined are corresponding to the ones found in the QE 
web service: getParameters, getLocations, getSensors, getSensorId. 
The sample code for this proxy between AJAX and SOAP is as follows: 
 
//Create the SOAP client object  
//point to the BOnSAI Query Engine,  
//the SOAP web service for OWL API queries 
$soapclient = new SoapClient('http://localhost:9903/bonsai?wsdl');  
 
 //detect which method was requested  
 switch ($_REQUEST['action']) {  
 
  case 'getParameters': 
   //get all Parameters  
   $paramReply = $soapclient->getParams();  
   //echo 'Parameters: '.$paramReply->return; 
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   … 
  break; 
 
  case 'getLocations': 
   //get all Locations  
   $locationsReply = $soapclient->getLocations();  
   //echo 'Locations: '.$locationsReply->return; 
   … 
  break; 
 
  case 'getSensors': 
   //get Sensors that match filters  
   $params = array('paramType' => $_POST['paramType'], 
         'location' => $_POST['location']);  
   $sensorReply = $soapclient->getSensors($params);  
   //echo 'Sensors: '.$sensorReply->return;  
   … 
  break; 
 } 
 
 Once results are returned from the SOAP calls, extra code is used to parse QE 
results (typically in comma-separated lists) and convert them to HTML snippets for 
embedding them in the dropdown boxes of the UI. This method makes the UI widgets 
dynamic and able to draw semantic info from the ontology. 
 Significant effort was put into developing a parser for the structured Locations 
comma-separated list, to detect the level of Location with indents (*) for Floors and 
Rooms, indicating the hierarchy of Locations. The parser then produces nested OL-LI 
HTML lists to represent the Locations into a structured, cascading, dropdown menu. 
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4.8 Summary of Platform Architecture 
Now that we have presented the details of each component, a full diagram of the 
architecture of our platform is appropriate, to provide the full perspective: 
 
 Names of the components are highlighted in deep blue and relevant 
protocols/technologies are listed in each component box. 
 The components presented on the right hand side are responsible for the graphing 
interface and fetching of the data series from the database to the Highstock API. 
 The components on the left hand side are responsible for handling all queries from 
the web interface to the ontology query engine. 
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5 Conclusions 
5.1 Accomplished Goals 
The Smart IHU sensor monitoring platform has a new front end interface. It simplifies 
user interaction, requiring the minimum of steps for the end-user to handle graphs and 
query the ontology. 
 The graphing library's advanced features were utilized for highly interactive 
graphs and dynamic loading of data series. The visualization interface supports 
combining data series from many sensors, allowing powerful comparisons.  
 A layer of automatically generated aggregate data was added to the sensor 
measurements database in order to provide a uniform way of selecting any data series, 
independently of sensor manufacturer db schemes, and speed up the fetching of whole 
data series spanning years of operation. At the same time, integrating new sensors to our 
network is simplified by streamlining the process. 
 The existing BOnSAI sensor ontology was used to model the Smart IHU sensor 
network parameters and locations. We implemented an ontology querying engine with 
both open and closed query capabilities and a SOAP interface to allow an extensible 
front-end use.  
 There are numerous improvements with respect to the previous monitoring 
interface. Time range selection is now more intuitive, as the whole data series is 
presented on the graph to begin with and user can zoom at any specific point in time 
simply by dragging on the series. The selected time range is clearly marked on the time 
line preview. The static tree menu structure is replaced by dynamic menus, which are 
constructed by live querying of the Smart IHU sensor ontology. End users may select 
the type of parameter they are interested in and then select a location to narrow down 
the matching sensors. In this way, the  the real-world model of our sensor network is 
exposed for browsing. 
 Our implementation successfully addresses the three major requirements set in the 
analysis phase: 
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 new sensor integration is now streamlined and simplified. The manager of the 
sensor network can now simply follow a three step process: a) install the sensor 
and the manufacturer database schema, b) add scripts for aggregating sensor 
data, copying existing templates, c) add new sensor individuals to the existing 
ontology 
 sensor feed monitoring is better supported by the graphing interface. Powerful 
comparisons between data series is now possible, both for similar, as well as 
different parameter types, to allow associations between e.g. environmental 
factors and power consumption. In addition, any user selected set of sensors can 
be grouped to a virtual data series, either by addition (useful for power 
consumption in separate areas of the building) or averaging (useful for average 
temperatures across different rooms or buildings) and compared or subtracted 
from other data series to test hypotheses about parameter associations. 
 sensor and metrics discovery is enhanced with semantic querying capabilities. 
The user can browse the Smart IHU sensor model by navigating a dynamically 
built ontological structure in order to select feeds to display. The implemented 
functionality makes use of ready-made queries for parameters and locations, but 
an open query interface exists as well, to allow for new semantic functions to be 
built as need arises. 
 The most important feature though is the fact that our platform is built around open 
standards and implemented with open building blocks. The web interface can integrate 
new functionality through the use of Javascript (jQuery widgets and AJAX methods). 
All data series are handled through JSON, an open method, friendly to all graphing 
libraries. Ontology querying is executed through SOAP web service calls, making the 
back end query engine as independent as possible from our front end. This architecture 
guarantees an extensible environment for the future growth of the SenseMon platform. 
5.2 Shortcomings and Future Directions 
 There are a number of directions to investigate for future development of our 
platform. In the area of the ontology query engine, the most important issues are: 
 integration of the sensor measurements database with the ontology storage, in 
order to simplify additions of new sensors even further. If new ontology 
individuals could be stored in the same database as the sensor measurements, the 
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sensor network manager would only need to configure new sensors in one place, 
the database. The use of OWL DB and alternatives need further investigation 
[59][60][61]. 
 to allow more complex ontology queries for discovering sensors (such as, 
“which power consumption sensors are in the same room as temperature 
sensors”), a UI widget for submitting open queries to the BQE can be easily 
added. But further development to incorporate SWRL [55] or SPARQL [62][63] 
interfaces to OWL API is needed. And these methods could invite the need for 
more complex semantic integration, with more ontology factors being used than 
the limited use we made for this project, with only two parameters being 
exposed to end users. 
 Investigation of the SSN ontology to the BOnSAI ontology, in order to take 
advantage of extra modeling features of the ontology. This would be useful in 
case the model requires use of ontology features beyond parameter type and 
location. 
In the area of UI enhancements, there is always place for improvements, such as: 
 provide multiple graph panes, each with a separate sensor palette, 
 develop better selector widgets for user filters,  
 add user authentication for saving personal profiles, 
 add monitoring alerts by detecting level crossings and implement user 
messaging  
For the graphing interface, more work would be useful to: 
 improve chart annotation, and data series details,  
 add support for multiple axes for mixed parameter (multi sensor) graphs, 
 add ability to handle more than 2 data series when summing and averaging, 
 improve graphing speed of large data series by implementing “lazy loading” of 
data [51], 
 support live sensor data feeds, as this is offered by the HighStock API. 
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SenseMon Main Code 
monitor.html 
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN"  
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">  
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">  
<head>  
 <meta http-equiv="content-type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8" />  
 <title>IHU sensor monitoring</title>  
   
 <!-- CSS -->  
 <link href="css/ui-lightness/jquery-ui-1.10.3.custom.css" rel="stylesheet">  
 <link href="css/sensor.css" rel="stylesheet">  
 <!-- SmartMenus core CSS (required) -->  
 <link href='css/sm-core-css.css' rel='stylesheet' type='text/css' />  
 <!-- "sm-blue" menu theme (optional, you can use your own CSS, too) -->  
 <link href='css/sm-simple.css' rel='stylesheet' type='text/css' />  
 
 <!-- Javascript libraries -->  
 <script src="js/jquery-1.10.2.js"></script>  
 <script src="js/jquery-ui-1.10.3.custom.js"></script>  
 <script src="js/date.js"></script>  
 <!-- SmartMenus jQuery plugin -->  
 <script src="js/jquery.smartmenus.js" type="text/javascript"></script>  
 
 <script src="http://code.highcharts.com/stock/highstock.js"></script>  
 <script src="http://code.highcharts.com/stock/modules/exporting.js"></script>  
   
 <!-- My HighStock calls for creating charts -->  
 <script src="js/sensorHighStockAPI.js"></script>  
    
 <script type="text/javascript">  
 
 //variable to store the current selections of menus    
 parameterSet = '';  
 locationSet = '';  
 matchingSensorSet = '';  
 paletteSet = {};  
   
 //Map data structure to hold sensor info of sensors on the palette  
 pSensors = {};  
     
 $(document).ready(function() {  
  //render jquery UI widgets  




  //handle the events for the parameter Menu  
  $( "#parameterMenu" ).menu({   
          select: function( event, ui ) {  
    $('.selected', this).removeClass('selected');  
    ui.item.addClass("selected");  
    parameterSet = ui.item.text();     
    //load the matchingSensorMenu with sensors matching the selected 
parameter  
    reloadSensorMenu();  
   }  
  });   
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  //-----------------------------------------------------------------------------   
  //handle the events for the location Menu  
  $('#locationMenu').smartmenus({  
   //isPopup:true  
  });  
  $('#locationMenu').bind('select.smapi', function(e, item) {  
   //function called when a Location item is selected  
   var itemText = item.text;  
   //alert(item.text);  
     
   //expandable submenus include a '+ ' prefix in the menu item  
   //test if it exists and remove it  
   if (itemText.indexOf("+") !=-1) {  
    itemText = itemText.substr(1);  
   }  
   locationSet = itemText;  
 
   //load the matchingSensorMenu with sensors matching the selected location  
   reloadSensorMenu();  
 
   //hide the popup menu  
   //$('#main-menu').smartmenus('popupHide');  
  });  
 
  //------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  //handle the events for the matching sensors Menu  
  $( "#matchingSensorMenu" ).menu({   
         select: function( event, ui ) {  
          //if no sensor is loaded on menu, avoid selection to add to palette  
          if (ui.item.text() == " - none - ") {  
           exit;  
          }  
          $('.selected', this).removeClass('selected');  
    ui.item.addClass("selected");  
    matchingSensorSet = ui.item.text();  
 
    //determine if the newly selected sensor is already on the palette  
    //to avoid double listing of the exact same sensor  
    if (!(ui.item.text() in pSensors)) {  
     //get this sensor's info from ontology  
     $.ajax({  
      type: 'POST',  
      url: 'ajax2soap.php?action=getSensorID',  
      data: 'sensorIndividual='+ matchingSensorSet,  
      success: function(data){  
       //the data returned is a comma-separated value of 
sensorName,parameter,unit,manufacturer,model,comment  
       //for example CCSmartClamper9 = 
(9phasesum,PowerConsumption,Watt,Current Cost,EnviR,null)  
       //  
       var parts = data.split(",");  
       parts[6] = 'inGraph';  
 
       //add sensor key to palette sensor info data structure  
       //store this sensor's info for later use  
       pSensors[matchingSensorSet] = parts;  
     
       //add this sensor to my palette  
       addSelection(matchingSensorSet);  
     
       //chartTitleText = 'IHU Building ';  
       //chartTitleText += 'Temperature';  
       //chartyAxisTitle = 'Temperature (C)';  
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       //Add a new series to graph. Parameters passed:  
       //name to be used to query the database for the appropriate 
data series   
       //name to show on the data series in the graph, e.g. Model - 
Parameter(Unit)  
       addSeries2Chart(parts[0],seriesName(parts));  
      }  
     });  
    }      
   }  
  });   
 
  //------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  //handle the events for the sensor Palette Menu  
  $( "#sensorPalette" )  
//this allows multiselection, simulating ctrl key press  
//  .bind( "mousedown", function ( e ) {  
//    e.metaKey = true;  
//  })  
  .selectable({   
   //a new sensor was just selected  
         selected: function( event, ui ) {  
    //alert('selected '+ $(this).html());  
    var sensorToDisplay='';  
          $("li", this).each(function() {  
     item = $(this).text();  
           if ($(this).hasClass( "ui-selected" )) {  
      //remember this sensor's selection  
      paletteSet[item] = 'selected';  
      //set sensor to display, only if a single sensor is selected  
      if (sensorToDisplay =='') { sensorToDisplay = item; }  
      else { sensorToDisplay = ''; }    
           } else {  
      //forget this sensor's selection  
      delete paletteSet[item];             
           }  
    })  
    //update sensor info display with new selected sensor's info      
    displaySensorInfo(sensorToDisplay);  
   }  
  });  
        
  //------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  //initialization of menus: render the parameter and location menu selectors  
  loadParameterMenu();  
    
  //delay the next SOAP call, in order to avoid race condition that seems to crash 
the OWL-API Reasoner  
  //when a second ontology query arrives while another is still being processed  
  setTimeout(loadLocationMenu, 1000);  
    
  //simulate selection on menus for default initialization of page    
  //$("#parameterMenu :contains('Temperature')").click();  
  //$("#locationMenu :contains('- Floor_1')").click();  
    
  //draw initial chart, with no data series to begin with  
  $( drawChart() );       
 




 //add new items to the Sensor Palette  
 function addSelection(newItem) {  
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  //we would like to add one item on the menu and select it  
 
  //prepare selectable items by removing previous selections  
  $('#sensorPalette .ui-selected').addClass('ui-unselecting').removeClass('ui-
selected');  
  //append new item with approrpiate classes for selection  
  $('#sensorPalette').append('<li class="ui-widget-content ui-selectee ui-
selecting">'+newItem+'</li>');  
  $('#sensorPalette').selectable("refresh");  
  //simulate selection of newly added sensor to display sensor info block     
  $('#sensorPalette').data("ui-selectable")._mouseStop(null);       
 }  
 
 //queries the ontology to populate the Parameter Menu with items  
 function loadParameterMenu() {  
  $.ajax({  
   type: 'POST',  
   url: 'ajax2soap.php?action=getParameters',  
   data: '',     
   success: function(data){  
    $( "#parameterMenu" ).html(data);  
   }  
  });  
 }  
 
 //queries the ontology to populate the Location Menu with items  
 function loadLocationMenu() {  
  $.ajax({  
   type: 'POST',  
   url: 'ajax2soap.php?action=getLocations',  
   data: '',  
   success: function(data){  
    //alert(data);  
    $( "#locationMenu" ).html(data);  
    //refresh the LOcation menu after loading new items  
    $('#locationMenu').smartmenus('refresh');  
   }  
  });  
 }  
   
 //refreshes the matching sensor Menu, when user selects a new Parameter or Location  
 //clears the existing sensors for the Menu and queries the ontology for a new set of 
sensors  
 //matching the Parameter and Location criteria set by the user     
 function reloadSensorMenu() {  
  $.ajax({  
   type: 'POST',  
   url: 'ajax2soap.php?action=getSensors',  
   data: 'paramType='+ parameterSet +'&location='+ locationSet,  
   success: function(data){  
    $( "#matchingSensorMenu" ).html(data);  
   }  
  });  
 }  
 
 //displays the selected sensor's information    
 function displaySensorInfo(sensorSet) {  
    
  if (sensorSet in pSensors) {  
   //prepare html with info  
   var parts = pSensors[sensorSet];  
   info = '<h2 class="sectionHeaders">Sensor Info</h2><div 
class="textGuide"><table>';  
   info += '<tr><td><b>ID :</b></td><td>'+ parts[0] + '</td></tr>';  
   info += '<tr><td><b>Model :</b></td><td>'+ parts[4] + '</td></tr>';  
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   info += '<tr><td><b>Manufacturer :</b></td><td>'+ parts[3] + '</td></tr>';  
   info += '<tr><td><b>Parameter :</b></td><td>'+ parts[1] + '</td></tr>';  
   info += '<tr><td><b>Unit :</b></td><td>'+ parts[2] + '</td></tr>';  
   info += '<tr><td colspan=2><b>Comment :</b> '+ parts[5] + '</td></tr>';  
   info += '</table></div>';  
     
   //put html into div block  
   $( "#sensorInfo" ).html(info);  
  } else {  
   //no sensor, clear the contents of the sensor info block  
   $( "#sensorInfo" ).html('');  
  }  
 }     
      
 //prepares the series name to display on the chart     
 function seriesName(nameParts) {  
  return nameParts[0]+' - '+nameParts[4]+' - '+nameParts[1] +' 
('+nameParts[2]+')';  
 }  
   
 //handles events when user selects the draw button from the palette tools  
 //draws the data series on the chart     
 function graphSelectedSensors() {  
  //get all selected sensors of the palette and put them in an array  
  var pSensorsSelected = Object.keys(paletteSet);  
  //for all selected sensors  
  for (i=0;i<pSensorsSelected.length;i++) {  
   //get selected sensor's information  
   var parts = pSensors[pSensorsSelected[i]];  
 
   //check if it is already in the graph, to avoid redrawing of series  
   if (parts[6] == 'notInGraph') {  
    //Add a new data series to the chart. Parameters passed:  
    //name to be used to query the database for the appropriate data series   
    //name to show on the data series in the graph, e.g. Model - 
Parameter(Unit)  
    addSeries2Chart(parts[0],seriesName(parts));  
    parts[6] = 'inGraph';     
   }  
  }  
 }  
 
 //handles events when user selects the erase button from the palette tools  
 //removes data series from chart  
 function eraseSelectedSensors() {  
  //get all selected sensors of the palette and put them in an array  
  var pSensorsSelected = Object.keys(paletteSet);  
  //for all selected sensors  
  for (var i=0; i<pSensorsSelected.length; i++) {  
   //get selected sensor's information  
   var parts = pSensors[pSensorsSelected[i]];  
   parts[6] = 'notInGraph';  
     
   //Remove a data series from the chart. Parameters passed:  
   //name to be used to query the chart series object for the appropriate data 
series to remove  
   removeSeries(seriesName(parts));    
  }      
 }  
 
 //handles events when user selects the delete button from the palette tools  
 //removes data series from chart, sensor item from menu and key from palette data 
structure  
 function deleteSelectedSensors() {  
  //get all selected sensors of the palette and put them in an array  
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  var pSensorsSelected = Object.keys(paletteSet);  
  //for all selected sensors  
  for (var i=0; i<pSensorsSelected.length; i++) {  
   //get selected sensor's information  
   var parts = pSensors[pSensorsSelected[i]];  
     
   //parameters passed to erase series from graph  
   //name to be used to query the chart series object for the appropriate data 
series to remove  
   removeSeries(seriesName(parts));  
     
   //remove sensor from palette Menu  
   $("#sensorPalette :contains("+pSensorsSelected[i]+")").remove();  
     
   //delete sensor key from palette sensor info data structure   
   delete pSensors[pSensorsSelected[i]];  
   delete paletteSet[pSensorsSelected[i]];  
  }  
 }  
 
 //---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    
 //handles events when user selects the sum button from the palette tools  
 //adds a new data series representing the sum of the selected series  
 function sumSelectedSensors() {  
  //get all selected sensors of the palette and put them in an array  
  var pSensorsSelected = Object.keys(paletteSet);  
    
  //allow summation only for 2 selected sensors  
  if (pSensorsSelected.length == 2) {  
   //get selected sensors information  
   var sensor1 = pSensors[pSensorsSelected[0]];  
   var sensor2 = pSensors[pSensorsSelected[1]];  
 
   //to allow summation, check if the two data series are of the same Parameter 
!!!  
   if (sensor1[1] == (sensor2[1])) {  
    var sensorNew = sensor1.slice(); //make sure we copy array by value!!!  
    sensorNew[0] += '+' + sensor2[0];  
    //sensorNew[3] += '_' + sensor2[3];  
    //sensorNew[4] += '_' + sensor2[4];  
    sensorNew[5] = 'summary of two data series';  
    sensorNew[6] = 'inGraph';  
      
    //store this sensor's info for later use  
    //add sensor key to palette sensor info data structure  
    pSensors[sensorNew[0]] = sensorNew;   
       
    //add this new 'fake' sensor to my palette  
    addSelection(sensorNew[0]);  
   
    //Add a new series to graph. Parameters passed:  
    //name to be used to query the database for the appropriate data series   
    //name to show on the data series in the graph, e.g. Model - 
Parameter(Unit)  
    addSeries2Chart(sensorNew[0],seriesName(sensorNew));  
   } else {  
    alert("Summation of different parameters is not recommended!");  
   }  
  } else if (pSensorsSelected.length > 2) {  
   alert("Summing more than two data series is not supported yet!");  
  } else {  
   alert("Two data series must be selected to be able sum them!");   
  }  
 }  
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 //handles events when user selects the subtract button from the palette tools  
 //adds a new data series representing the difference between the last two selected 
series  
 //the order of selection matters, as the one selected latest is subtracted from the 
previous one  
 function subSelectedSensors() {  
  //get all selected sensors of the palette and put them in an array  
  var pSensorsSelected = Object.keys(paletteSet);  
    
  //allow subtraction only for 2 selected sensors  
  if (pSensorsSelected.length == 2) {  
   //get selected sensors information  
   var sensor1 = pSensors[pSensorsSelected[0]];  
   var sensor2 = pSensors[pSensorsSelected[1]];  
 
   //to allow subtraction, check if the two data series are of the same 
Parameter !!!  
   if (sensor1[1] == (sensor2[1])) {  
    var sensorNew = sensor1.slice(); //make sure we copy array by value!!!  
    sensorNew[0] += '-' + sensor2[0];  
    //sensorNew[3] += '_' + sensor2[3];  
    //sensorNew[4] += '_' + sensor2[4];  
    sensorNew[5] = 'subtraction of two data series';  
    sensorNew[6] = 'inGraph';  
          
    //store this sensor's info for later use  
    //add sensor key to palette sensor info data structure  
    pSensors[sensorNew[0]] = sensorNew;   
       
    //add this new 'fake' sensor to my palette  
    addSelection(sensorNew[0]);  
   
    //Add a new series to graph. Parameters passed:  
    //name to be used to query the database for the appropriate data series   
    //name to show on the data series in the graph, e.g. Model - 
Parameter(Unit)  
    addSeries2Chart(sensorNew[0],seriesName(sensorNew));  
   } else {  
    alert("Subtraction of different parameters is not recommended!");  
   }  
  } else if (pSensorsSelected.length > 2) {  
   alert("Subtracting more than two data series is not supported!");  
  } else {  
   alert("Two data series must be selected to be able subtract them!");  
  }  
 }  
   
 //handles events when user selects the avg button from the palette tools  
 //adds a new data series representing the average between the last two selected 
series  
 function avgSelectedSensors() {  
  //get all selected sensors of the palette and put them in an array  
  var pSensorsSelected = Object.keys(paletteSet);  
    
  //allow average only for 2 selected sensors  
  if (pSensorsSelected.length == 2) {  
   //get selected sensors information  
   var sensor1 = pSensors[pSensorsSelected[0]];  
   var sensor2 = pSensors[pSensorsSelected[1]];  
 
   //to allow averaging, check if the two data series are of the same Parameter 
!!!  
   if (sensor1[1] == (sensor2[1])) {  
    var sensorNew = sensor1.slice(); //make sure we copy array by value!!!  
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    sensorNew[0] += '~' + sensor2[0];  
    //sensorNew[3] += '_' + sensor2[3];  
    //sensorNew[4] += '_' + sensor2[4];  
    sensorNew[5] = 'average of two data series';  
    sensorNew[6] = 'inGraph';  
          
    //store this sensor's info for later use  
    //add sensor key to palette sensor info data structure  
    pSensors[sensorNew[0]] = sensorNew;   
       
    //add this new 'fake' sensor to my palette  
    addSelection(sensorNew[0]);  
   
    //Add a new series to graph. Parameters passed:  
    //name to be used to query the database for the appropriate data series   
    //name to show on the data series in the graph, e.g. Model - 
Parameter(Unit)  
    addSeries2Chart(sensorNew[0],seriesName(sensorNew));  
   } else {  
    alert("Averaging of different parameters is not recommended!");  
   }  
  } else if (pSensorsSelected.length > 2) {  
   alert("Averaging more than two data series is not supported!");  
  } else {  
   alert("Two data series must be selected to be able average them!");   
  }  
 }  
      
 </script>  
 
 </head>  
 <body>  
 
<!-- HTML content of the page -->  
 
<!-- Logos and title ------------------------------------------------------ -->  
  <div class="header ui-widget-header">  
   <img class="alignV" width="68" height="68" src="img/WebPortal.png" alt="Smart 
IHU Web Portal" />  
   <h1 class="headerTitle">Welcome to the IHU Sensor Monitor!</h1>  
   <img class="alignV" src="img/ihu.jpg" alt="International Hellenic University" 
/>  
  </div>  
 
<!-- Chart ----------------------------------------------------------------------- -->  
 
  <div id="container" class="chart"></div>  
    
<!-- Chart controls -------------------------------------------------------------- -->  
    
  <div class="displayInline">   
   <h2 class="sectionHeaders">Steps</h2>  
   <ol class="textGuide">  
    <li>Pick <b>Parameter</b> and <b>Location</b> of interest</li>  
    <li>Review sensors matching your criteria</li>  
    <li>Pick sensor to add to your palette</li>  
   </ol>  
   <h2 class="sectionHeaders">Palette Tools</h2>  
   <ul class="textGuide">  
    <li><b>Erase and Add</b> to graph any sensor from the palette</li>  
    <li>Add a new data series <b>summing</b> two sensors</li>  
    <li>Add a new data series <b>subtracting</b> one sensor from another</li>  
    <li>Add a new data series <b>averaging</b> two sensors</li>  
    <li><b>Remove</b> a sensor from palette when no longer needed</li>  
   </ul>  
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   </p>  
  </div>  
      
  <!-- Parameter selection ------------------------------------------- -->  
  <div class="displayInline">    
   <h2 class="sectionHeaders">Parameters</h2>  
   <ul id="parameterMenu" class="menu">  
   </ul>    
  </div>  
    
  <!-- Location selection ------------------------------------------ -->  
  <div class="displayInline">    
   <h2 class="sectionHeaders">Locations</h2>  
   <ul id="locationMenu" class="menu sm sm-vertical sm-simple sm-simple-
vertical">  
    <li><a href="#">- any location -</a></li>  
   </ul>    
  </div>  
 
  <!-- Matching sensor selection ---------------------------------------- -->  
  <div class="displayInline">    
   <h2 class="sectionHeaders">Matching Sensors</h2>  
   <ul id="matchingSensorMenu" class="menu">  
    <li class="ui-menu-item" role="presentation"><a href="#" class="ui-
corner-all" tabindex="-1" role="menuitem"> - none - </a></li>  
   </ul>    
  </div>  
      
  <!-- Sensor palette, user selected sensors ----------------------- -->  
   <div class="displayInlineWithBorder">  
    <h2 class="sectionHeaders">  
     My Sensor Palette  
     <div style="display:inline; margin-left:25px">  
     <input type="image" src="img/chart-add-icon.png" title="Add to graph" 
class="paletteButton" onclick="graphSelectedSensors()" />  
     <input type="image" src="img/chart-delete-icon.png" title="Erase from 
graph" class="paletteButton" onclick="eraseSelectedSensors()" />  
     <input type="image" src="img/delete-icon.png" title="Remove from 
palette" class="paletteButton" onclick="deleteSelectedSensors()" />  
    </div>  
    </h2>  
 
    <div class="displayInlinePalette">     
    <ul id="sensorPalette" class="selectBox">  
    </ul>  
   </div>  
     
   <div class="displayInline">  
    <input type="image" src="img/add-icon.png" class="seriesButton" 
onclick="sumSelectedSensors()" title="Add new series as the summation of two others" />
   
    <input type="image" src="img/sub-icon.png" class="seriesButton" 
onclick="subSelectedSensors()" title="Add new series as the subtraction of two others" 
/>   
    <input type="image" src="img/avg-icon.png" class="seriesButton" 
onclick="avgSelectedSensors()" title="Add new series as the average of two others" />  
 
<!--      
    <div class="checkbox">  
     <input id="selectMulti" type="checkbox" name="selectMultiple" 
value="yes" />select many  
    </div>  
-->  
   </div>  
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   <!-- Sensor info block for selected sensor ----------------------- -->  
    <div class="displayBlock" id="sensorInfo">  
   </div>  
     
  </div>  
    





//function to define options and draw charts  
//  
 
function drawChart() {  
 var seriesOptions = [],  
  yAxisOptions = [],  
  seriesCounter = 0,  
  names = ['0temp'];   //draw a temperature chart by default on load  
  //colors = Highcharts.getOptions().colors;  
 
 //make sure charts use the browser's local time and not UTC  
 Highcharts.setOptions({  
  global: {  
   useUTC: false  
  }  
 });  
   
 //loop through all series names passed  
 $.each(names, function(i, name) {  
  jsonURL = 'getData.php?sensor='+name+'&callback=?';  
  //alert(jsonURL);   
  $.getJSON(jsonURL, function(data) {  
   seriesOptions[i] = {  
    name: name,  
    data: data,  
    //pointStart: Date.UTC(2004, 3, 1),  
    //pointInterval: 3600 * 1000,  
    tooltip: {  
     valueDecimals: 2  
     //valueSuffix: '°C'  
    }  
   };  
           
   //increment to count the series  
   seriesCounter++;  
 
   //draw only after the last series is fetched  
   if (seriesCounter == names.length) {  
    //In this case, where drawChart should be empty to begin with,  
    //draw a series to initialize the graph object  
    createChart();  
    //then remove the series just drawn,  
    //to leave empty graph for the first user-selected sensor  
    removeSeries(name);  
   }  
  });  
 });  
 
 // create the chart when all data is loaded  
 function createChart() {  
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  $('#container').highcharts('StockChart', {  
   chart: {  
    zoomType: 'x'  
   },  
 
   rangeSelector: {  
    selected: 2  
   },  
 
   legend: {  
    enabled: true,  
    align: 'center',  
    verticalAlign: 'bottom',  
    layout: 'vertical'  
   },  
     
   xAxis: {        
    ordinal: false  
   },  
     
   yAxis: {  
    labels: {  
      //formatter: function() {  
     // return (this.value > 0 ? '+' : '') + this.value + '%';  
     //}  
    },  
    plotLines: [{  
     value: 0,  
     width: 2,  
     color: 'silver'  
    }]  
   },  
     
   tooltip: {  
    pointFormat: '<span style="color:{series.color}">{series.name}</span>: 
<b>{point.y}</b><br/>',  
    valueDecimals: 2  
   },  
     
   series: seriesOptions  
  });  
 }  
}  
 
function addSeries2Chart(mySensor,mySeriesName) {  
   
 var chart = $('#container').highcharts();  
   
 //check to see if a summation or subtraction data series is requested  
 //detect if sensorName has a '+' or a '-'  
 var sumParts = mySensor.split("+");  
 var subParts = mySensor.split("-");  
 var avgParts = mySensor.split("~");   
 if (sumParts.length > 1) {  
  //detected sensorNames separated by '+'  
  //fetching a sum of two data series  
  jsonURL = 'getData.php?sensor='+sumParts[0]+'&add='+sumParts[1]+'&callback=?';  
 } else if (subParts.length > 1) {  
  //detected sensorNames separated by '-'  
  //fetching a subtraction of two data series  
  jsonURL = 'getData.php?sensor='+subParts[0]+'&sub='+subParts[1]+'&callback=?';  
 } else if (avgParts.length > 1) {  
  //detected sensorNames separated by '~'  
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  //fetching an average of two data series  
  jsonURL = 'getData.php?sensor='+avgParts[0]+'&avg='+avgParts[1]+'&callback=?';  
 } else {  
  //no '+','-' or '~' detected, must be one series only  
  jsonURL = 'getData.php?sensor='+mySensor+'&callback=?';  
 }  
   
 $.getJSON(jsonURL, function(data) {   
  //add the new series to existing chart  
  chart.addSeries({  
   name: mySeriesName,  
   data: data  
  });  
 });  
 
 //redraw chart  




function removeSeries(mySensor) {  
   
 var chart = $('#container').highcharts();  
   
 //loop through all series to find which one to remove  
 for(i=0;i<chart.series.length;i++) {  
  //alert(chart.series[i].name);   
  if (chart.series[i].name == mySensor) {  
   chart.series[i].remove();  
  }  




function afterSetExtremes(e) {  
 
 var url,  
  currentExtremes = this.getExtremes(),  
  range = e.max - e.min;  
 var chart = $('#container').highcharts();  
 chart.showLoading('Loading data from server...');  
 $.getJSON('http://www.highcharts.com/samples/data/from-sql.php?start='+ 
Math.round(e.min) +  
   '&end='+ Math.round(e.max) +'&callback=?', function(data) {  
    
  chart.series[0].setData(data);  
  chart.hideLoading();  
 });  





 //Create the SOAP client object  
 //point to the BOnSAI Query Engine, the SOAP web service for OWL API queries  
 
 //turn off warnings and notices for php execution  
 error_reporting(null);  
   
 $soapclient = new SoapClient('http://localhost:9903/bonsai?wsdl');  
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 if (!$_REQUEST['action']) {  
  echo 'No "action" method found!!!';  
  exit();  
 }  
   
 switch ($_REQUEST['action']) {  
 
  case 'getParameters':  
   //received ajax request to return all parameters in the ontology  
   //  
 
   //get all Parameters  
   $paramReply = $soapclient->getParams();  
   //echo 'Parameters: '.$paramReply->return;  
     
   //split the comma separated string of Parameter names  
   $parameters = explode(",", $paramReply->return);  
    
   for ($p = 0; $p < sizeof($parameters); $p++) {     
    //add Parameter to menu  
    echo '<li class="ui-menu-item" role="presentation"><a href="#" class="ui-
corner-all" tabindex="-1" role="menuitem">'.$parameters[$p].'</a></li>';  
   }  
  break;  
 
  case 'getLocations':  
   //received ajax request to return all locations in the ontology  
   //  
 
   //get all Locations  
   $locationsReply = $soapclient->getLocations();  
   //echo 'Locations: '.$locationsReply->return;  
     
   //split the comma separated string of Location names  
   $locations = explode(",", $locationsReply->return);  
   //example of a complex set of locations that may be returned by the ontology  
   //$locations = explode(",", 'bldA,- fl01,- - room1,- - room2,- fl02,- fl03,- 
fl04,- - room41,- - room42,bldB,- - roomb1,- - roomb2');  
    
   parseMenuSM($locations);  
  break;  
 
  case 'getSensors':  
   //received ajax request to return all matching sensors for a given parameter 
type and location  
   //echo 'paramType = ' . $_POST['paramType'] . ', location= ' . 
$_POST['location'];  
 
   //get Sensors that match filters  
   $params = array('paramType' => $_POST['paramType'],'location' => 
$_POST['location']);  
   $sensorReply = $soapclient->getSensors($params);  
   //echo 'Sensors: '.$sensorReply->return;  
     
   //split the comma separated string of Parameter names  
   $sensors = explode(",", $sensorReply->return);  
   if ($sensors[0] != '') {  
    for ($s = 0; $s < sizeof($sensors); $s++) {     
     //add Sensor to menu  
     //$sensorName = explode("Sensor_", $sensors[$s]);  
     echo '<li class="ui-menu-item" role="presentation"><a href="#" 
class="ui-corner-all" tabindex="-1" role="menuitem">'.$sensors[$s].'</a></li>';  
    }  
   } else {  
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    echo '<li class="ui-menu-item" role="presentation"><a href="#" class="ui-
corner-all" tabindex="-1" role="menuitem"> - none - </a></li>';  
   }  
  break;  
 
  case 'getSensorID':  
   //received ajax request to return sensorID of the given Sensor individual  
   //echo 'sensorIndividual = ' . $_POST['sensorIndividual'];  
 
   //get Sensor ID  
   $params = array('sensorIndividual' => $_POST['sensorIndividual']);  
   $sensorIDReply = $soapclient->getSensorID($params);  
   //echo 'SensorID: '.$sensorIDReply->return;  
     
   //assume comma separated values are returned,  
   //the sensor ID,parameter,manufacturer,model,comment  
   //split the comma separated string of sensor info  
   $sensorInfo = explode(",", $sensorIDReply->return);  
   $sensorIDstring = $sensorInfo[0];  
   $sensorParameter = $sensorInfo[1];    
   $sensorManufacturer = $sensorInfo[2];  
   $sensorModel = $sensorInfo[3];  
   $sensorComment = $sensorInfo[4];  
     
   //split parameter into name and units  
   $paramInfo = explode("_", $sensorParameter);  
     
   //strip first 3 chars, the "ID_" prefix of all sensors  
   $sensorName = substr($sensorIDstring,3);  
     
   //match the numeric prefix, in order to split string into Sensor# and Sensor 
parameter  
   //preg_match('/^([0-9]+)(.*)/', $sensorIDstring, $match);  
     
   //return the two separated by comma to make it easier to pick the correct 
data from the database  
   //echo 
$matches[1].','.$matches[2].','.$sensorManufacturer.','.$sensorModel.','.$sensorComment
;  
     
   //return comma-separated string of sensor info  
   echo 
$sensorName.','.$paramInfo[0].','.$paramInfo[1].','.$sensorManufacturer.','.$sensorMode
l.','.$sensorComment;  
  break;  
    
  case 'test':  
   $locations = explode(",", 'bldA,- fl01,- - room1,- - room2,- fl02,- fl03,- 
fl04,- - room41,- - room42,bldB,- - roomb1,- - roomb2');  
   parseMenuSM($locations);  
  break;  
 }  
 
 //menu to create dropdown menu appopriate for jqueryUI menu formatting  
 function parseMenuUL($locations) {  
  $loopRooms = '';  
  $loopFloors = '';  
  $prev[0] = $prev[1] = $prev[2] = $prev[3] = '';  
  $submenu ='';     
  for ($l = 0; $l < sizeof($locations); $l++) {  
   //add Location to menu  
   
   //detect prefix indicating room or floor, in order to build pretty location 
menu with option groups  
   $roomLevel = explode("- - ", $locations[$l]);  
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   $floorLevel = explode("- ", $locations[$l]);  
   
   if (sizeof($roomLevel) > 1 ) {  
    if ($loopRooms == '') {  
     $submenu = '<span class="ui-menu-icon ui-icon ui-icon-carat-1-
e"></span>';  
     $prev[3] = $prev[0].$prev[1].$prev[2];  
    } else {  
     $submenu ='';  
     $prev[3] = '';  
    }  
    echo $prev[0].$prev[1].$submenu.$prev[2];  
    
    if ($loopRooms == '') {  
     $loopRooms = 'start';  
     $prev[0] = '<ul class="ui-menu ui-widget ui-widget-content ui-corner-
all" role="menu" style="display: none;">';  
     //$prev[0] .= '<li class="ui-menu-item" role="presentation"><a 
href="#" class="ui-corner-all" tabindex="-1" role="menuitem">PARENTR</a></li>';  
     $prev[0] .= '<li class="ui-menu-item" role="presentation">';  
    } else {  
     $prev[0] = '</li><li class="ui-menu-item" role="presentation">';  
    }  
    $prev[1] = '<a href="#" class="ui-corner-all" tabindex="-1" 
role="menuitem">';  
    $prev[2] = $roomLevel[1].'</a>';  
   } else if (sizeof($floorLevel) > 1 ) {  
    if ($loopFloors == '') {  
     $submenu = '<span class="ui-menu-icon ui-icon ui-icon-carat-1-
e"></span>';  
     $prev[3] = $prev[0].$prev[1].$prev[2];  
    } else {  
     $submenu ='';  
     $prev[3] = '';  
    }  
    echo $prev[0].$prev[1].$submenu.$prev[2];  
      
    if ($loopRooms == 'start') {  
     $loopRooms = '';  
     echo '</li></ul>';        
    }  
    if ($loopFloors == '') {  
     $loopFloors = 'start';  
     $prev[0] = '<ul class="ui-menu ui-widget ui-widget-content ui-corner-
all" role="menu" style="display: none;">';  
     //$prev[0] .= '<li class="ui-menu-item" role="presentation"><a 
href="#" class="ui-corner-all" tabindex="-1" role="menuitem">PARENTF</a></li>';  
     $prev[0] .= '<li class="ui-menu-item" role="presentation">';  
    }  else {  
     $prev[0] = '</li><li class="ui-menu-item" role="presentation">';  
    }      
    $prev[1] = '<a href="#" class="ui-corner-all" tabindex="-1" 
role="menuitem">';  
    $prev[2] = $floorLevel[1].'</a>';  
   } else {  
    if ($loopRooms == 'start') {  
     $loopRooms = '';  
     echo '</li></ul>';        
    }  
    if ($loopFloors == 'start') {  
     $loopFloors = '';  
     echo '</li></ul>';        
    }      
    $prev[0] = '<li class="ui-menu-item" role="presentation">';  
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    $prev[1] = '<a href="#" class="ui-corner-all" tabindex="-1" 
role="menuitem">';  
    $prev[2] = $locations[$l].'</a>';  
   }     
  }  
  echo $prev[0].$prev[1].$submenu.$prev[2];  
  echo '</li>';  
 }  
 
 //menu to create dropdown menu appopriate for jquery smartmenus formatting  
 function parseMenuSM($locations) {  
  $loopRooms = '';  
  $loopFloors = '';  
  $prev[0] = $prev[1] = $prev[2] = $prev[3] = '';  
  $submenu ='';     
  for ($l = 0; $l < sizeof($locations); $l++) {  
   //add Location to menu  
   
   //detect prefix indicating room or floor, in order to build pretty location 
menu with option groups  
   $roomLevel = explode("- - ", $locations[$l]);  
   $floorLevel = explode("- ", $locations[$l]);  
   
   if (sizeof($roomLevel) > 1 ) {  
    if ($loopRooms == '') {  
     $loopRooms = 'start';  
     echo '<ul><li>';  
    } else {  
     echo '</li><li>';  
    }  
    echo '<a>'.$roomLevel[1].'</a>';  
   } else if (sizeof($floorLevel) > 1 ) {  
    if ($loopRooms == 'start') {  
     $loopRooms = '';  
     echo '</li></ul>';        
    }  
    if ($loopFloors == '') {  
     $loopFloors = 'start';  
     echo '<ul><li>';  
    }  else {  
     echo '</li><li>';  
    }      
    echo '<a href="#">'.$floorLevel[1].'</a>';  
   } else {  
    if ($loopRooms == 'start') {  
     $loopRooms = '';  
     echo '</li></ul>';        
    }  
    if ($loopFloors == 'start') {  
     $loopFloors = '';  
     echo '</li></ul>';        
    }      
    echo '<li><a href="#">'.$locations[$l].'</a>';  
   }     
  }  
  echo '</li>';  
 }  
 
 //menu to create dropdown menu appopriate for jquery select formatting  
 function parseMenuSELECT($locations) {  
  $loopRooms = '';  
  $loopFloors = '';  
    
  echo '<select data-placeholder="myLocation" class="chosen-select">';  
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  echo '<option value=""></option>';  
 
    
  for ($l = 0; $l < sizeof($locations); $l++) {  
   //add Location to menu  
   
   //detect prefix indicating room or floor, in order to build pretty location 
menu with option groups  
   $roomLevel = explode("- - ", $locations[$l]);  
   $floorLevel = explode("- ", $locations[$l]);  
   
   if (sizeof($roomLevel) > 1 ) {  
    if ($loopRooms == '') {  
     $loopRooms = 'start';  
     echo '<optgroup label="Rooms">';  
    } else {  
 
    }  
    echo '<option>'.$roomLevel[1].'</option>';  
   } else if (sizeof($floorLevel) > 1 ) {  
    if ($loopRooms == 'start') {  
     $loopRooms = '';  
     echo '</optgroup>';  
    }  
    if ($loopFloors == '') {  
     $loopFloors = 'start';  
     echo '<optgroup label="Floors">';  
    }  else {  
    }      
    echo '<option>'.$floorLevel[1].'</option>';  
   } else {  
    if ($loopRooms == 'start') {  
     $loopRooms = '';  
     echo '</optgroup>';        
    }  
    if ($loopFloors == 'start') {  
     $loopFloors = '';  
     echo '</optgroup>';        
    }      
    echo '<option>'.$locations[$l].'</option>';  
   }     
  }  
  echo '</select>';  
 }  






//turn off warnings and notices for php execution  
error_reporting(null);  
   
//connect to sensor readings database  
$mysqli = new mysqli("smart.ihu.edu.gr", "sensorRead", "r3ad0nly", "awesomedb");  
//$mysqli = new mysqli("localhost", "sensorRead", "r3ad0nly", "awesomedb");  
 
if ($mysqli->connect_errno) {  
 echo "Failed to connect to MySQL: (" . $mysqli->connect_errno . ") " . $mysqli-
>connect_error;  
} else {  
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//  
// Params should be ?sensor=[0temp,51phasesum]  
//                  &add=[9temp,48phasesum]  
//                  &sub=[9temp,48phasesum]  
//                  &avg=[9temp,48phasesum]  
//  
// add, sub and avg are optional parameters  
// which indicate handling of two series, instead of one  
//  
// check is all variables are passed non empty  
// parameters and sensorIDs must be specified in pairs  
//  
 
if (!(isset($_GET["sensor"]) && isset($_GET["callback"]))) {  
 echo "Some parameters where not passed!<br>";  
} else {  
   
 //some security checking on parameters passed would not hurt  
 //echo "parameters ".$_GET["sensor"];  
 
 $sensor1 = $_GET["sensor"];  
 $sensor2 = '';   
   
 //set the tile of the series  
 $paramTitle = $sensor1;    
 
 $op = 'none';  
 if (isset($_GET["add"])) {  
  $sensor2 = $_GET["add"];  
  $op = 'add';  
  //set the tile of the series  
  $paramTitle = $sensor1.' + '.$sensor2;    
 }  
   
 if (isset($_GET["sub"])) {  
  $sensor2 = $_GET["sub"];  
  $op = 'sub';  
  //set the tile of the series  
  $paramTitle = $sensor1.' - '.$sensor2;    
 }  
   
 if (isset($_GET["avg"])) {  
  $sensor2 = $_GET["avg"];  
  $op = 'avg';  
  //set the tile of the series  
  $paramTitle = $sensor1.' ~ '.$sensor2;    
 }  
    
 $series = array();  
   
 //construct sql statement to fetch datapoints from db  
 //depending on operation requested on the 2nd data series  
 //  
 switch ($op) {  
  case 'none':  
   $sql = "SELECT UNIX_TIMESTAMP(TIMESTAMP(date,time)) AS datetime, value  
     FROM aggrdata  
     WHERE '$sensor1' = CONCAT(sensorID,sensorType)";  
   break;  
    
  case 'add':  
   $sql = "SELECT UNIX_TIMESTAMP(TIMESTAMP(A.date,A.time)) AS datetime, (A.value 
+ B.value) AS value  
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     FROM aggrdata AS A LEFT JOIN aggrdata AS B ON (A.date = B.date AND 
A.time = B.time)  
     WHERE '$sensor1' = CONCAT(A.sensorID,A.sensorType)  
     AND '$sensor2' = CONCAT(B.sensorID,B.sensorType)";  
 /*  
   $sql = "SELECT UNIX_TIMESTAMP(TIMESTAMP(date,time)) AS datetime, SUM(value) 
AS value  
     FROM aggrdata  
     WHERE '$sensor1' = CONCAT(sensorID,sensorType)  
     OR '$sensor2' = CONCAT(sensorID,sensorType)  
     GROUP BY TIMESTAMP(date,time)";  
 */       
   break;  
 
  case 'sub':  
   $sql = "SELECT UNIX_TIMESTAMP(TIMESTAMP(A.date,A.time)) AS datetime, (A.value 
- B.value) AS value  
     FROM aggrdata AS A LEFT JOIN aggrdata AS B ON (A.date = B.date AND 
A.time = B.time)  
     WHERE '$sensor1' = CONCAT(A.sensorID,A.sensorType)  
     AND '$sensor2' = CONCAT(B.sensorID,B.sensorType)";  
   break;          
  
  case 'avg':  
   $sql = "SELECT UNIX_TIMESTAMP(TIMESTAMP(A.date,A.time)) AS datetime, (A.value 
+ B.value)/2 AS value  
     FROM aggrdata AS A LEFT JOIN aggrdata AS B ON (A.date = B.date AND 
A.time = B.time)  
     WHERE '$sensor1' = CONCAT(A.sensorID,A.sensorType)  
     AND '$sensor2' = CONCAT(B.sensorID,B.sensorType)";  
   break;   
 }  
   
 //echo $sql . "<br>";  
 $data = $mysqli->query($sql);  
 
 //$series['name'] = $paramTitle;  
 //echo 'SERIES ' . $paramTitle . ' - ' . $startDate . '<br>';  
 
 //loop through all data points fetched  
 while ($row = $data->fetch_assoc()) {  
  //add current data point  
  $dp = array($row['datetime']*1000, $row['value']);  
  array_push($series, $dp);     
  //echo 'FOUND datapoint ' . $curTimestamp . ' , ' . $row['value'] . '<br>';  
 }  
   
 //print_r ($series);  
 echo $_GET["callback"];   
 echo '(';  
 print json_encode($series, JSON_NUMERIC_CHECK);  
 echo ');';  
 $data->close();  
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BOnSAI Query Engine Code 
BonsaiMain.java 
/*  
 * BOnSAI ontology Query Engine  
 * server implementing a web service  
 *  
 */  
package BonsaiQE;  
 
import javax.xml.ws.Endpoint;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLOntologyCreationException;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLOntologyStorageException;  
 
/**  
 *  
 * @author Dimitris Daskopoulos for the Bonsai Ontology Query Engine<br>  
 * ICT at International Hellenic University<br>  
 * Date: 25-Sep-2013 <br>  
 *  
 */  
public class BonsaiMain {  
    private static String SOAP_URL = "http://localhost:9903/bonsai";  
     
    /**  
     * @param args the command line arguments  
     */  
    public static void main(String[] args) throws OWLOntologyCreationException, 
OWLOntologyStorageException {  
         
        // Create the DLQueryEngine helper class.  
        // Queries the ontology and returns output  
        DLQueryEngine dlQueryEngine = new DLQueryEngine();  
 
        // Expose the WSDL web service on localhost  
        // assuming it is going to be reachable by SOAP clients on the same machine  
        Endpoint.publish(SOAP_URL, new BonsaiWebService(dlQueryEngine));  
        System.out.println("Web service started on " + SOAP_URL);  
 
        // Remove the ontology  
        //manager.removeOntology(myOntology);  
        //System.out.println("ontology removed");  
 





package BonsaiQE;  
 
import java.util.Set;  
import javax.jws.WebMethod;  
import javax.jws.WebParam;  
import javax.jws.WebService;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.expression.ParserException;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLClass;  
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import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLNamedIndividual;  
  
/**  
 *  
 * @author Dimitris Daskopoulos for the Bonsai Ontology Query Engine<br>  
 * ICT at International Hellenic University<br>  
 * Date: 25-Sep-2013 <br>  
 *  
 * This class implements the Web Service methods  
 * that are available to query the BONSAI ontology engine  
 *  




public class BonsaiWebService {  
    private DLQueryEngine dlQueryEngine;  
 
    public BonsaiWebService(DLQueryEngine dlQueryEngine) {  
        this.dlQueryEngine = dlQueryEngine;  
    }     
     
    // Sample method for testing WSDL web service interface  
    @WebMethod(operationName = "sayGreeting")  
    public String sayGreeting(@WebParam(name = "name") String name) {  
         
        System.out.println("sayGreeting REQUEST ("+name+")");  
        return "Greeting " + name + "!";  
  
    }  
 
    /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/  
    /** Receives and executes a query to parse a string expression in Manchester 
Syntax.  
     *  
     * @param classExpr  
     *            The OWL expression sent by the SOAP client to query the ontology  
     * @return the comma-separated string of individuals found matching the class 
expression */   
    @WebMethod(operationName = "askQuery")  
    public String askQuery(@WebParam(name = "classExpr") String classExpr,  
                            @WebParam(name = "entityType") String entityType,  
                            @WebParam(name = "direct") Boolean direct) {  
        String result="";  
        System.out.println("askQuery REQUEST 
("+classExpr+","+entityType+","+direct+")");  
         
        if (classExpr.length() == 0) {  
            //if string query is empty  
            System.out.println("No class expression specified!");  
        } else {  
            try {  
                switch (entityType) {  
                    case "subclasses":  
                        //find the subclasses of the class expression  
                        Set<OWLClass> subClasses = dlQueryEngine.getSubClasses(  
                                classExpr, direct);  
                        //print the set of subclasses found  
                        result = dlQueryEngine.printEntities(subClasses);  
                        break;  
                         
                    case "individuals":  
                        //find the individuals matching the class expression  
                        Set<OWLNamedIndividual> individuals = 
dlQueryEngine.getInstances(  
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                                classExpr, direct);  
                        //print the set of individuals found  
                        result = dlQueryEngine.printEntities(individuals);  
                        break;  
                         
                    default:  
                        System.out.println("No known entityType specified!");  
                        break;  
                }                 
                 
            } catch (ParserException e) {  
                //the string passed was not a valid class expression  
                System.out.println(e.getMessage());  
            }  
        }    
        System.out.println("askQuery RESULT: " + result);  
        return result ;  
    }  
 
    /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/  
    /** Receives and executes a query to return all available parameters.  
     *  
     * @return the comma-separated string of parameter classes */   
    @WebMethod(operationName = "getParams")  
    public String getParams() {  
        String result="";         
        System.out.println("\ngetParams REQUEST ()");  
 
        result = dlQueryEngine.getParametersInstances();  
        //result = askQuery("Parameter","subclasses",false);  
        System.out.println("getParams RESULT: " + result);  
        return result ;  
    }  
 
    /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/  
    /** Receives and executes a query to return all available locations.  
     *  
     * @return the comma-separated string of location individuals */   
    @WebMethod(operationName = "getLocations")  
    public String getLocations() {  
        String result="";         
        System.out.println("\ngetLocations REQUEST ()");  
 
        result = dlQueryEngine.getLocations();  
        System.out.println("getLocations RESULT: " + result);  
        return result ;  
    }  
     
    /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/  
    /** Receives and executes a query to return all sensors,  
     * measuring a given parameter and having a given location.  
     *  
     * @param paramType  
     *            The parameter type sent by the SOAP client (a parameter class)  
     * @param location  
     *            The location sent by the SOAP client (an location individual)  
     * @return the comma-separated string of sensor individuals found matching SOAP 
client filters */   
    @WebMethod(operationName = "getSensors")  
    public String getSensors(@WebParam(name = "paramType") String paramType,  
                            @WebParam(name = "location") String location) {  
        String result="";         
        System.out.println("\ngetSensors REQUEST ("+paramType+","+location+")");  
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        // find the parameter individual of the given paramType  
        //String paramIndividual = askQuery(paramType,"individuals",true);  
 
        // assuming only one individual of the specific parameter exists, continue...  
        // find the sensors measuring this parameter individual and the given location  
         
        //String classExpr = "(Sensor THAT hasLocation value "+location+") AND (Sensor 
THAT returnsParameter value "+paramIndividual+")";  
        //String classExpr = "(Sensor THAT returnsParameter value 
"+paramIndividual+")";  
        //result = askQuery(classExpr,"individuals",true);  
         
        result = dlQueryEngine.getMatchingSensors2(paramType,location);  
         
        System.out.println("getSensors RESULT: " + result);  
        return result ;  
    }  
     
    /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/  
    /** Receives a Sensor name and returns the Sensor ID.  
     *  
     * @return the sensor ID */   
    @WebMethod(operationName = "getSensorID")  
    public String getSensorID(@WebParam(name = "sensorIndividual") String sensorInd) {  
        String result="";         
        System.out.println("\ngetSensorID REQUEST ("+ sensorInd +")");  
 
        result = dlQueryEngine.getSensorID(sensorInd);  
        System.out.println("getSensorID RESULT: " + result);  
        return result ;  
    }  




 * This file is part of the OWL API.  
 *  
 * The contents of this file are subject to the LGPL License, Version 3.0.  
 *  
 * Copyright (C) 2011, The University of Manchester  
 *  
 * This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify  
 * it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by  
 * the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or  
 * (at your option) any later version.  
 *  
 * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,  
 * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of  
 * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the  
 * GNU General Public License for more details.  
 *  
 * You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License  
 * along with this program.  If not, see http://www.gnu.org/licenses/.  
 *  
 *  
 * Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of the Apache 
License, Version 2.0  
 * in which case, the provisions of the Apache License Version 2.0 are applicable 
instead of those above.  
 *  
 * Copyright 2011, The University of Manchester  
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 *  
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");  
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at  
 *  
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0  
 *  
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software  
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,  
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.  
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and  
 * limitations under the License.  
 */  
package BonsaiQE;  
 
import java.io.File;  
import java.util.Collections;  
import java.util.Map;  
import java.util.Set;  
import java.util.ArrayList;  
import java.util.Arrays;  
import java.util.Iterator;  
import java.util.List;  
import java.util.Locale;  
//import com.clarkparsia.owlapi.explanation.util.SilentExplanationProgressMonitor;  
//import com.clarkparsia.pellet.owlapiv3.PelletReasonerFactory;  
//import org.mindswap.pellet.exceptions.InternalReasonerException;  
//import org.mindswap.pellet.owlapi.Reasoner  
import org.semanticweb.HermiT.Reasoner;  
 
         
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.apibinding.OWLManager;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.expression.ParserException;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.io.OWLObjectRenderer;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.EntityType;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.IRI;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLAnnotation;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLClass;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLClassAssertionAxiom;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLClassExpression;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDataFactory;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDataProperty;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDataPropertyExpression;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLEntity;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLIndividual;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLLiteral;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLNamedIndividual;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLObject;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLObjectPropertyAssertionAxiom;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLObjectPropertyExpression;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLOntology;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLOntologyCreationException;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLOntologyManager;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLOntologyStorageException;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.reasoner.Node;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.reasoner.NodeSet;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.reasoner.OWLReasoner;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.reasoner.OWLReasonerFactory;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.reasoner.SimpleConfiguration;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.util.DefaultPrefixManager;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.util.ShortFormProvider;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.util.SimpleShortFormProvider;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.vocab.OWLRDFVocabulary;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.vocab.PrefixOWLOntologyFormat;  
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import uk.ac.manchester.cs.owlapi.dlsyntax.DLSyntaxObjectRenderer;  
 
/** Author: Matthew Horridge<br>  
 * The University of Manchester<br>  
 * Bio-Health Informatics Group<br>  
 * Date: 13-May-2010 <br>  
 *  
 * Modified: Dimitris Daskopoulos<br>  
 * for the Bonsai Ontology Query Engine<br>  
 * ICT at International Hellenic University<br>  
 * Date: 25-Sep-2013 <br>  
 *  
 * Enhancements based on the excellent tutorial of Martin Kuba  
 * "Example how to use an OWL ontology with a reasoner"  
 * http://dior.ics.muni.cz/~makub/owl/  
 *  
 * The DLQueryEngine implements methods  
 * to allow querying of a loaded ontology  
 * for SuperClasses, Equivalencies, SubClasses and Individuals  
 * of a class expression parsed from a string */  
 
public class DLQueryEngine {  
    private static final String ontFile = "BOnSAIsensorportal71.owl";  
    private static final String BASE_URL = 
"http://lpis.csd.auth.gr/ontologies/bonsai/BOnSAI.owl";  
    private final List<String> langs = Arrays.asList(Locale.getDefault().toString());  
         
    private static OWLOntologyManager myManager;  
    private static OWLDataFactory myFactory;     
     
    private static OWLOntology myOntology;  
    private static OWLOntology rootOntology;     
 
    private static ShortFormProvider shortFormProvider;  
    private static PrefixOWLOntologyFormat myPm;  
    private static OWLObjectRenderer myRenderer = new DLSyntaxObjectRenderer();  
     
    private static OWLReasoner myReasoner;  
    private static DLQueryParser myParser;  
 
    /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/  
    /** Constructs a DLQueryEngine. This will answer "DL queries" using the  
     * specified reasoner. A short form provider specifies how entities are  
     * rendered.  
     *  
     * @param reasoner  
     *            The reasoner to be used for answering the queries.  
     * @param shortFormProvider  
     *            A short form provider. */  
    public DLQueryEngine() throws OWLOntologyCreationException, 
OWLOntologyStorageException {  
        try {  
            // Get hold of an ontology manager  
            myManager = OWLManager.createOWLOntologyManager();  
 
            // Load the local copy of the ontology from file  
            File file = new File(ontFile);  
            myOntology = myManager.loadOntologyFromOntologyDocument(file);  
            // Alternatively, load from BASE_URL defined above  
            //myOntology = 
myManager.loadOntologyFromOntologyDocument(IRI.create(BASE_URL));  
             
            myFactory = myManager.getOWLDataFactory();  
            System.out.println("Loaded ontology: " + myOntology);  
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            // We need a reasoner to do our query answering  
            // Use Pellet reasoner, which is included in owl api  
            //OWLReasonerFactory reasonerFactory = PelletReasonerFactory.getInstance();  
 
            // Alternatively, download HermiT reasoner from http://hermit-reasoner.com  
            // Then add the HermiT library to your class path  
            OWLReasonerFactory reasonerFactory = new Reasoner.ReasonerFactory();  
             
            myReasoner = reasonerFactory.createReasoner(myOntology, new 
SimpleConfiguration());  
            rootOntology = myReasoner.getRootOntology();  
 
            // Create a short form provider to map between long and short ontology 
class names  
            shortFormProvider = new SimpleShortFormProvider();  
            myPm = (PrefixOWLOntologyFormat) myManager.getOntologyFormat(myOntology);  
            myPm.setDefaultPrefix(BASE_URL + "#");  
             
            // Create a parser for parsing Manchester Syntax expressions  
            myParser = new DLQueryParser(rootOntology, shortFormProvider);        
             
        } catch (OWLOntologyCreationException e) {  
            System.out.println("Could not load ontology: " + e.getMessage());  
        }  
    }  
 
    /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/  
    /** Gets the superclasses of a class expression parsed from a string.  
     *  
     * @param classExpressionString  
     *            The string from which the class expression will be parsed.  
     * @param direct  
     *            Specifies whether direct superclasses should be returned or  
     *            not.  
     * @return The superclasses of the specified class expression  
     * @throws ParserException  
     *             If there was a problem parsing the class expression. */  
    public Set<OWLClass> getSuperClasses(String classExpressionString, boolean direct)  
            throws ParserException {  
        if (classExpressionString.trim().length() == 0) {  
            return Collections.emptySet();  
        }  
        OWLClassExpression classExpression = myParser  
                .parseClassExpression(classExpressionString);  
        NodeSet<OWLClass> superClasses = myReasoner  
                .getSuperClasses(classExpression, direct);  
        return superClasses.getFlattened();  
    }  
 
    /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/  
    /** Gets the equivalent classes of a class expression parsed from a string.  
     *  
     * @param classExpressionString  
     *            The string from which the class expression will be parsed.  
     * @return The equivalent classes of the specified class expression  
     * @throws ParserException  
     *             If there was a problem parsing the class expression. */  
    public Set<OWLClass> getEquivalentClasses(String classExpressionString)  
            throws ParserException {  
        if (classExpressionString.trim().length() == 0) {  
            return Collections.emptySet();  
        }  
        OWLClassExpression classExpression = myParser  
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                .parseClassExpression(classExpressionString);  
        Node<OWLClass> equivalentClasses = 
myReasoner.getEquivalentClasses(classExpression);  
        Set<OWLClass> result;  
        if (classExpression.isAnonymous()) {  
            result = equivalentClasses.getEntities();  
        } else {  
            result = equivalentClasses.getEntitiesMinus(classExpression.asOWLClass());  
        }  
        return result;  
    }  
 
    /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/  
    /** Gets the subclasses of a class expression parsed from a string.  
     *  
     * @param classExpressionString  
     *            The string from which the class expression will be parsed.  
     * @param direct  
     *            Specifies whether direct subclasses should be returned or not.  
     * @return The subclasses of the specified class expression  
     * @throws ParserException  
     *             If there was a problem parsing the class expression. */  
    public Set<OWLClass> getSubClasses(String classExpressionString, boolean direct)  
            throws ParserException {  
        if (classExpressionString.trim().length() == 0) {  
            return Collections.emptySet();  
        }  
        OWLClassExpression classExpression = myParser  
                .parseClassExpression(classExpressionString);  
        NodeSet<OWLClass> subClasses = myReasoner.getSubClasses(classExpression, 
direct);  
        return subClasses.getFlattened();  
    }  
 
    /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/  
    /** Gets the instances of a class expression parsed from a string.  
     *  
     * @param classExpressionString  
     *            The string from which the class expression will be parsed.  
     * @param direct  
     *            Specifies whether direct instances should be returned or not.  
     * @return The instances of the specified class expression  
     * @throws ParserException  
     *             If there was a problem parsing the class expression. */  
    public Set<OWLNamedIndividual> getInstances(String classExpressionString,  
            boolean direct) throws ParserException {  
        if (classExpressionString.trim().length() == 0) {  
            return Collections.emptySet();  
        }  
        OWLClassExpression classExpression = myParser  
                .parseClassExpression(classExpressionString);  
        NodeSet<OWLNamedIndividual> individuals = 
myReasoner.getInstances(classExpression,  
                direct);  
        return individuals.getFlattened();  
    }  
 
    /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/  
    /** Prints a set of Entities.  
     *  
     * @param entities  
     *            The set of OWL entities to print out.  
     * @return the comma-separated string of the short form entities */     
    public String printEntities(Set<? extends OWLEntity> entities) {  
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        String result="";  
        if (!entities.isEmpty()) {  
            for (OWLEntity entity : entities) {  
                if (result.length() != 0) {  
                    result += ',';  
                }  
                result += shortFormProvider.getShortForm(entity);  
            }  
        }  
        return result;  
    }  
     
    /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/  
    /** Returns all available parameters (subclasses).  
     *  
     * @return a comma separated list of parameter subclasses */     
    public String getParametersSubclasses() {  
        String result="";  
 
        // Get a class handle  
        OWLClass parameterClass = myFactory.getOWLClass(":Parameter", myPm);  
 
        // List subClasses of this class  
//        try {  
            for (OWLClass parameter : myReasoner.getSubClasses(parameterClass, 
false).getFlattened()) {  
                System.out.println("parameter : " + myRenderer.render(parameter));  
                if (result.equals("")) {  
                    result = myRenderer.render(parameter);  
                } else {  
                    result += "," + myRenderer.render(parameter);  
                }          
            }  
//        }  
//catch (InternalReasonerException e) {  
//            result = "InternalReasoner failure!";  
//        } catch (RuntimeException e) {  
//            result = "Runtime failure!";  
//        }  
        return result;         
    }  
 
    /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/  
    /** Returns all available parameters (instances). Alternative method  
     *  
     * @return a comma separated list of parameter subclasses */     
    public String getParametersInstances() {  
        String result="";  
 
        // Get a class handle  
        OWLClass parameterClass = myFactory.getOWLClass(":Parameter", myPm);  
 
        // List subClasses of this class  
//        try {  
            for (OWLNamedIndividual parameter : myReasoner.getInstances(parameterClass, 
false).getFlattened()) {  
                System.out.println("parameter : " + myRenderer.render(parameter));  
                 
                String paramTypeFound = null;  
                //now exclude this individual if it is of type ID  
                Set<OWLClassExpression> paramTypes = parameter.getTypes(myOntology);  
                for (OWLClassExpression paramType : paramTypes) {  
                    System.out.println("Param type found: " + 
myRenderer.render(paramType));  
                    paramTypeFound = myRenderer.render(paramType);  
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                    if (! paramTypeFound.equals("ID")) {  
                        if (result.equals("")) {  
                            result = paramTypeFound;  
                        } else {  
                            result += "," + paramTypeFound;  
                        }  
                    }  
                }  
            }  
//        }  
//        catch (InternalReasonerException e) {  
//            result = "InternalReasoner failure!";  
//        } catch (RuntimeException e) {  
//            result = "Runtime failure!";  
//        }  
        return result;         
    }  
     
    /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/  
    /** Returns all locations.  
     *  
     * @return a comma separated list of location individuals */     
    public String getLocations() {  
        String result="";  
 
        // Get the necessary class and objectProperty handles  
        OWLClass bldClass = myFactory.getOWLClass(":Building", myPm);  
        OWLObjectPropertyExpression opHasFloor = 
myFactory.getOWLObjectProperty(":hasFloor", myPm);  
        OWLObjectPropertyExpression opHasRoom = 
myFactory.getOWLObjectProperty(":hasRoom", myPm);  
 
//        try {  
        // Loop for all buildings.  
        // It assumes at least one exists, in order to search for floors,  
        // and it assumes floors exist, in order to search for rooms.  
        for (OWLNamedIndividual bld : myReasoner.getInstances(bldClass, 
false).getFlattened()) {  
            System.out.println("Building : " + myRenderer.render(bld));  
 
            // Add building to comma separated list of locations  
            if (result.equals("")) {  
                result = myRenderer.render(bld);  
            } else {  
                result += "," + myRenderer.render(bld);  
            }  
             
            // Get all floors of this building  
            Set<OWLNamedIndividual> opHasFloorValues = 
myReasoner.getObjectPropertyValues(bld,opHasFloor).getFlattened();  
             
            // Loop for all floors of a building  
            for (OWLNamedIndividual floor : opHasFloorValues) {  
                System.out.println("Floor : " + myRenderer.render(floor));  
 
                // Add floor to comma separated list of locations  
                if (result.equals("")) {  
                    result = "- " + myRenderer.render(floor);  
                } else {  
                    result += ",- " + myRenderer.render(floor);  
                }  
                 
                // Get all rooms of this floor  
                Set<OWLNamedIndividual> opHasRoomValues = 
myReasoner.getObjectPropertyValues(floor,opHasRoom).getFlattened();  
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                // Loop for all rooms of a floor  
                for (OWLNamedIndividual room : opHasRoomValues) {  
                    System.out.println("Room : " + myRenderer.render(room));  
 
                    // Add room to comma separated list of locations  
                    if (result.equals("")) {  
                        result = "-   " + myRenderer.render(room);  
                    } else {  
                        result += ",- - " + myRenderer.render(room);  
                    }  
                }  
                 
            }             
        }  
//        } catch (InternalReasonerException e) {  
//            result = "InternalReasoner failure!";  
//        } catch (RuntimeException e) {  
//            result = "Runtime failure!";  
//        }  
        return result;         
    }  
 
    /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/  
    /** Returns all sensors matching parameter type and location.  
     *  
     * @return a comma separated list of sensor individuals */     
    public String getMatchingSensors(String paramType, String locRequest) {  
        String result="";  
        String locRequestTypeFound = null;  
 
        // Get the necessary class and objectProperty handles  
        OWLClass sensorClass = myFactory.getOWLClass(":Sensor", myPm);  
        OWLObjectPropertyExpression opIsReturnedBy = 
myFactory.getOWLObjectProperty(":isReturnedBy", myPm);  
        OWLObjectPropertyExpression opHasLocation = 
myFactory.getOWLObjectProperty(":hasLocation", myPm);  
        OWLObjectPropertyExpression opIsInBuilding = 
myFactory.getOWLObjectProperty(":isInBuilding", myPm);  
        OWLObjectPropertyExpression opIsOnFloor = 
myFactory.getOWLObjectProperty(":isOnFloor", myPm);  
 
        // Find the type of location requested (Building, Floor or Room)  
        OWLNamedIndividual locRequestInd = 
myFactory.getOWLNamedIndividual(":"+locRequest, myPm);  
        Set<OWLClassExpression> locRequestTypes = locRequestInd.getTypes(myOntology);  
        for (OWLClassExpression locRequestType : locRequestTypes) {  
            System.out.println("Sensor locRequest type found: " + 
myRenderer.render(locRequestType));  
            locRequestTypeFound = myRenderer.render(locRequestType);  
        }  
         
        // Get the parameter instance of a specific parameter class  
        // Assume only one such instance exists per parameter type  
        // e.g. only Temperature_C for Temperature type  
        OWLClass paramClass = myFactory.getOWLClass(":"+paramType, myPm);  
        OWLNamedIndividual parameter = null;  
        for (OWLNamedIndividual param : myReasoner.getInstances(paramClass, 
true).getFlattened()) {  
            System.out.println("Parameter : " + myRenderer.render(param));  
            parameter = param;  
        }  
        // If parameter instances of this type exist...  
        if (parameter != null) {  
            // Find all sensors of this parameter instance  
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            Set<OWLNamedIndividual> opIsReturnedByValues = 
myReasoner.getObjectPropertyValues(parameter,opIsReturnedBy).getFlattened();  
 
            // Loop for all sensors returning the specified parameter  
            for (OWLNamedIndividual sensor : opIsReturnedByValues) {  
                System.out.println("Sensor : " + myRenderer.render(sensor));  
 
                // Check if they are matching the requested location  
                // Find all locations of this sensor, e.g. Room_32, Floor_1, Building_C  
                Set<OWLNamedIndividual> opHasLocationValues = 
myReasoner.getObjectPropertyValues(sensor,opHasLocation).getFlattened();  
                 
                // Loop for all locations of this sensor  
                for (OWLNamedIndividual sensorLocation : opHasLocationValues) {  
                    System.out.println("Sensor location : " + 
myRenderer.render(sensorLocation));  
                     
                    // Ideally, we would have liked Transitive Subproperties to work  
                    // which would have allowed to check if sensor hasLocation in 
requestedLocation  
                    // but the reasoner complains for transitive properties  
                     
                    // With simple subproperties defined  
                    //          hasLocation <- isInBuilding  
                    //          hasLocation <- isOnFloor  
                    //          hasLocation <- isInRoom  
                    // we still have to test multi-level relationships.  
                     
                    // The following method takes the simplistic approach  
                     
                    // Find the type of this sensor's location (Building, Floor or 
Room)  
                    String slTypeFound = null;  
                    Set<OWLClassExpression> slTypes = 
sensorLocation.getTypes(myOntology);  
                    for (OWLClassExpression slType : slTypes) {  
                        System.out.println("Sensor location type : " + 
myRenderer.render(slType));  
                        slTypeFound = myRenderer.render(slType);  
                    }  
                     
                    // If the location type matches...  
                    if (slTypeFound.equals(locRequestTypeFound)) {  
                        // This means both requested and sensor location are of the 
same type: Building, Floor, or Room  
                        // Now check if the location instances are the same  
                        if (sensorLocation.equals(locRequestInd)) {  
                            // Add sensor to comma separated list of matching sensors  
                            if (result.equals("")) {  
                                result = myRenderer.render(sensor);  
                            } else {  
                                result += "," + myRenderer.render(sensor);  
                            }                              
                        }  
                    } else if (slTypeFound.equals("Floor")) {  
                        // This means the sensor found is located on a floor  
                        // and excluding the case above, the only match would be  
                        // if the sensor's floor was in the requested location's 
building!  
                         
                        // Check if sensor Floor is in Building requested  
                        if 
(myReasoner.isEntailed(myFactory.getOWLObjectPropertyAssertionAxiom(opIsInBuilding, 
sensorLocation, locRequestInd))) {  
                            // Add sensor to comma separated list of matching sensors  
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                            if (result.equals("")) {  
                                result = myRenderer.render(sensor);  
                            } else {  
                                result += "," + myRenderer.render(sensor);  
                            }                              
                        }  
                    } else if (slTypeFound.equals("Room")) {  
                        // This means the sensor found is located in a room  
                        // and excluding the cases above, the only match would be  
                        // if the sensor's room was in the requested location's floor, 
or building!  
                          
                        // Check if Room is on Floor or Building requested  
                        if 
(myReasoner.isEntailed(myFactory.getOWLObjectPropertyAssertionAxiom(opIsOnFloor, 
sensorLocation, locRequestInd))) {  
                            // Add sensor to comma separated list of matching sensors  
                            if (result.equals("")) {  
                                result = myRenderer.render(sensor);  
                            } else {  
                                result += "," + myRenderer.render(sensor);  
                            }                              
                        } else {  
                            // Find the Floor of the sensor's room, if any  
                            String sensorFloorFound = null;  
                            Set<OWLNamedIndividual> opIsOnFloorValues = 
myReasoner.getObjectPropertyValues(sensorLocation,opIsOnFloor).getFlattened();  
                            for (OWLNamedIndividual sensorFloor : opIsOnFloorValues) {  
                                System.out.println("Sensor location : " + 
myRenderer.render(sensorFloor));  
                                sensorFloorFound = myRenderer.render(sensorFloor);  
                                 
                                // Now check also if the sensor's Floor is in the 
Building requested  
                                if 
(myReasoner.isEntailed(myFactory.getOWLObjectPropertyAssertionAxiom(opIsInBuilding, 
sensorFloor, locRequestInd))) {  
                                    // Add sensor to comma separated list of matching 
sensors  
                                    if (result.equals("")) {  
                                        result = myRenderer.render(sensor);  
                                    } else {  
                                        result += "," + myRenderer.render(sensor);  
                                    }                                 
                                }  
                            }      
                        }                  
                    }  
                }         
            }  
        }  
        return result;         
    }  
 
        /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/  
    /** Returns all sensors matching parameter type and location.  
     *  It implements an alternative way to match location, based on the ontology  
     *  with transitive relationships for the hasLocation and isLocatedAt object 
properties  
     *  instead of exhaustive isInRoom, isOnFloor, isInBuilding multilevel checks  
     *  
     * @return a comma separated list of sensor individuals */     
    public String getMatchingSensors2(String paramType, String locRequest) {  
        String result="";  
        String locRequestTypeFound = null;  
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        // Get the necessary class and objectProperty handles  
        OWLClass sensorClass = myFactory.getOWLClass(":Sensor", myPm);  
        OWLObjectPropertyExpression opIsReturnedBy = 
myFactory.getOWLObjectProperty(":isReturnedBy", myPm);  
        OWLObjectPropertyExpression opHasLocation = 
myFactory.getOWLObjectProperty(":hasLocation", myPm);  
 
        // Find the location requested  
        OWLNamedIndividual locRequestInd = 
myFactory.getOWLNamedIndividual(":"+locRequest, myPm);  
 
        // Get the parameter instance of a specific parameter class  
        // Assume only one such instance exists per parameter type  
        // e.g. only Temperature_C for Temperature type  
        OWLClass paramClass = myFactory.getOWLClass(":"+paramType, myPm);  
        OWLNamedIndividual parameter = null;  
        for (OWLNamedIndividual param : myReasoner.getInstances(paramClass, 
true).getFlattened()) {  
            System.out.println("Parameter : " + myRenderer.render(param));  
            parameter = param;  
        }  
        // If parameter instances of this type exist...  
        if (parameter != null) {  
            // Find all sensors of this parameter instance  
            Set<OWLNamedIndividual> opIsReturnedByValues = 
myReasoner.getObjectPropertyValues(parameter,opIsReturnedBy).getFlattened();  
 
            // Loop for all sensors returning the specified parameter  
            for (OWLNamedIndividual sensor : opIsReturnedByValues) {  
                System.out.println("Sensor : " + myRenderer.render(sensor));  
 
                // Check if they are matching the requested location  
                // Find all locations of this sensor, e.g. Room_32, Floor_1, Building_C  
                Set<OWLNamedIndividual> opHasLocationValues = 
myReasoner.getObjectPropertyValues(sensor,opHasLocation).getFlattened();  
                 
                // Loop for all locations of this sensor  
                for (OWLNamedIndividual sensorLocation : opHasLocationValues) {  
                    System.out.println("Sensor location : " + 
myRenderer.render(sensorLocation));  
                     
                    // Ideally, we would have liked Transitive Subproperties to work  
                    // which would have allowed to check if sensor hasLocation in 
requestedLocation  
                    // but the reasoner complains for transitive properties  
                     
                    // With simple subproperties defined  
                    //          hasLocation <- isInBuilding  
                    //          hasLocation <- isOnFloor  
                    //          hasLocation <- isInRoom  
                    // we still have to test multi-level relationships.  
                     
                    String sensorLocationFound = myRenderer.render(sensorLocation);  
                    // Now check if the location instances are the same  
                    if (sensorLocationFound.equals(locRequest)) {  
                        // Add sensor to comma separated list of matching sensors  
                        if (result.equals("")) {  
                            result = myRenderer.render(sensor);  
                        } else {  
                            result += "," + myRenderer.render(sensor);  
                        }                              
                    }  
                 }  
             }         
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        }  
        return result;         
    }  
     
    /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/  
    /** Returns a Sensor ID.  
     *  
     * @param sensorIndividual  
     *            The sensor individual whose ID is needed.  
     * @return sensorID,parameter,manufacturer,model,comment */     
    public String getSensorID(String sensor) {  
        String result="";  
 
        // Get an individual handle  
        OWLNamedIndividual sensorInd = myFactory.getOWLNamedIndividual(":"+sensor, 
myPm);  
        System.out.println("\nSensor Individual: " + myRenderer.render(sensorInd));  
         
        // Get an Property handles  
        OWLObjectPropertyExpression opHasID = myFactory.getOWLObjectProperty(":hasID", 
myPm);  
        OWLObjectPropertyExpression opReturnsParameter = 
myFactory.getOWLObjectProperty(":returnsParameter", myPm);         
        OWLDataProperty dpManufacturer = myFactory.getOWLDataProperty(":manufacturer", 
myPm);  
        OWLDataProperty dpModel = myFactory.getOWLDataProperty(":model", myPm);         
                 
        // Get the values of the objectProperty of this individual  
        Set<OWLNamedIndividual> opHasIDValues = 
myReasoner.getObjectPropertyValues(sensorInd,opHasID).getFlattened();  
   
        // Loop through all objectProperty values found  
 for (OWLNamedIndividual opValue : opHasIDValues) {  
  System.out.println("Value : " + myRenderer.render(opValue));  
                // Assume only one ID is returned, as hadID is Functional for Sensor  
                result += myRenderer.render(opValue);  
 }  
 
        // Get the values of the objectProperty of this individual  
        Set<OWLNamedIndividual> opReturnsParameterValues = 
myReasoner.getObjectPropertyValues(sensorInd,opReturnsParameter).getFlattened();  
   
        // Loop through all objectProperty values found  
 for (OWLNamedIndividual opValue : opReturnsParameterValues) {  
  System.out.println("Value : " + myRenderer.render(opValue));  
                // Assume only one measured parameter is returned, as returnsParameter 
is Functional for Sensor  
                result += "," + myRenderer.render(opValue);  
 }  
         
        for (OWLLiteral litManuf : 
myReasoner.getDataPropertyValues(sensorInd,dpManufacturer)) {  
            System.out.println("Parameter : " + litManuf.getLiteral());  
            result += "," + litManuf.getLiteral();  
        }  
 
        for (OWLLiteral litModel : myReasoner.getDataPropertyValues(sensorInd,dpModel)) 
{  
            System.out.println("Parameter : " + litModel.getLiteral());  
            result += "," + litModel.getLiteral();  
        }  
         
        IRI annComment = OWLRDFVocabulary.RDFS_COMMENT.getIRI();  
        result += "," + 
getLocalizedString(sensorInd.getAnnotations(myOntology,myFactory.getOWLAnnotationProper
ty(annComment)));  
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        return result;         
    }  
     
    /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/  
    /** Returns a comment annotation string  
     *  
     * @return comment */    
    private String getLocalizedString(Set<OWLAnnotation> annotations) {  
        List<OWLLiteral> literalLabels = new ArrayList<OWLLiteral>(annotations.size());  
        for (OWLAnnotation label : annotations) {  
            if (label.getValue() instanceof OWLLiteral) {  
                literalLabels.add((OWLLiteral) label.getValue());  
            }  
        }  
        for (String lang : langs) {  
            for (OWLLiteral literal : literalLabels) {  
                if (literal.hasLang(lang)) return literal.getLiteral();  
            }  
        }  
        for (OWLLiteral literal : literalLabels) {  
            if (!literal.hasLang()) return literal.getLiteral();  
        }  
        return null;  






 * This file is part of the OWL API.  
 *  
 * The contents of this file are subject to the LGPL License, Version 3.0.  
 *  
 * Copyright (C) 2011, The University of Manchester  
 *  
 * This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify  
 * it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by  
 * the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or  
 * (at your option) any later version.  
 *  
 * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,  
 * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of  
 * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the  
 * GNU General Public License for more details.  
 *  
 * You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License  
 * along with this program.  If not, see http://www.gnu.org/licenses/.  
 *  
 *  
 * Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of the Apache 
License, Version 2.0  
 * in which case, the provisions of the Apache License Version 2.0 are applicable 
instead of those above.  
 *  
 * Copyright 2011, The University of Manchester  
 *  
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");  
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at  
 *  
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 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0  
 *  
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software  
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,  
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.  
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and  
 * limitations under the License.  
 */  
package BonsaiQE;  
 
import java.util.Set;  
 
import org.coode.owlapi.manchesterowlsyntax.ManchesterOWLSyntaxEditorParser;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.expression.OWLEntityChecker;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.expression.ParserException;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.expression.ShortFormEntityChecker;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLClassExpression;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDataFactory;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLOntology;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLOntologyManager;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.util.BidirectionalShortFormProvider;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.util.BidirectionalShortFormProviderAdapter;  
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.util.ShortFormProvider;  
 
/** Author: Matthew Horridge<br>  
 * The University of Manchester<br>  
 * Bio-Health Informatics Group<br>  
 * Date: 13-May-2010 */  
public class DLQueryParser {  
    private OWLOntology rootOntology;  
    private BidirectionalShortFormProvider bidiShortFormProvider;  
 
    /** Constructs a DLQueryParser using the specified ontology and short form  
     * provider to map entity IRIs to short names.  
     *  
     * @param rootOntology  
     *            The root ontology. This essentially provides the domain  
     *            vocabulary for the query.  
     * @param shortFormProvider  
     *            A short form provider to be used for mapping back and forth  
     *            between entities and their short names (renderings). */  
    public DLQueryParser(OWLOntology rootOntology, ShortFormProvider shortFormProvider) 
{  
        this.rootOntology = rootOntology;  
        OWLOntologyManager manager = rootOntology.getOWLOntologyManager();  
        Set<OWLOntology> importsClosure = rootOntology.getImportsClosure();  
        // Create a bidirectional short form provider to do the actual mapping.  
        // It will generate names using the input  
        // short form provider.  
        bidiShortFormProvider = new BidirectionalShortFormProviderAdapter(manager,  
                importsClosure, shortFormProvider);  
    }  
 
    /** Parses a class expression string to obtain a class expression.  
     *  
     * @param classExpressionString  
     *            The class expression string  
     * @return The corresponding class expression  
     * @throws ParserException  
     *             if the class expression string is malformed or contains  
     *             unknown entity names. */  
    public OWLClassExpression parseClassExpression(String classExpressionString)  
            throws ParserException {  
        OWLDataFactory dataFactory = rootOntology.getOWLOntologyManager()  
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                .getOWLDataFactory();  
        // Set up the real parser  
        ManchesterOWLSyntaxEditorParser parser = new ManchesterOWLSyntaxEditorParser(  
                dataFactory, classExpressionString);  
        parser.setDefaultOntology(rootOntology);  
        // Specify an entity checker that wil be used to check a class  
        // expression contains the correct names.  
        OWLEntityChecker entityChecker = new 
ShortFormEntityChecker(bidiShortFormProvider);  
        parser.setOWLEntityChecker(entityChecker);  
        // Do the actual parsing  
        return parser.parseClassExpression();  




The BOnSAI ontology with minor modifications and individuals representating the 
current state of the IHU sensor network. 
<?xml version="1.0"?>  
<rdf:RDF  
    xmlns:protege="http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/protege#"  
    xmlns:xsp="http://www.owl-ontologies.com/2005/08/07/xsp.owl#"  
    xmlns:owl-s="http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/1.2/Service.owl#"  
    xmlns:swrlb="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"  
    xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"  
    xmlns:CoDAMoS="http://lpis.csd.auth.gr/ontologies/CoDAMoS/CoDAMoS.owl#"  
    xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"  
    xmlns:sqwrl="http://sqwrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/built-ins/3.4/sqwrl.owl#"  
    xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"  
    xmlns:swrl="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"  
    xmlns="http://lpis.csd.auth.gr/ontologies/bonsai/BOnSAI.owl#"  
    xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"  
    xmlns:swrla="http://swrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/3.3/swrla.owl#"  
  xml:base="http://lpis.csd.auth.gr/ontologies/bonsai/BOnSAI.owl">  
  <owl:Ontology rdf:about="">  
    <owl:versionIRI rdf:resource=""/>  
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/1.2/Service.owl"/>  
    <owl:imports 
rdf:resource="http://lpis.csd.auth.gr/ontologies/CoDAMoS/CoDAMoS.owl"/>  
  </owl:Ontology>  
  <rdfs:Class 
rdf:about="http://lpis.csd.auth.gr/ontologies/CoDAMoS/CoDAMoS.owl#Resource"/>  
  <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://lpis.csd.auth.gr/ontologies/CoDAMoS/CoDAMoS.owl#User"/>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Parameter"/>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="SmartPlug">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class rdf:ID="ActuatorSensor"/>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Restriction>  
        <owl:allValuesFrom>  
          <owl:Class rdf:ID="PowerConsumption"/>  
        </owl:allValuesFrom>  
        <owl:onProperty>  
          <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="returnsParameter"/>  
        </owl:onProperty>  
      </owl:Restriction>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
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      <owl:Restriction>  
        <owl:allValuesFrom>  
          <owl:Class rdf:ID="SwitchAction"/>  
        </owl:allValuesFrom>  
        <owl:onProperty>  
          <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="performsAction"/>  
        </owl:onProperty>  
      </owl:Restriction>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Point">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class rdf:ID="Location"/>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="WirelessCommunicationProtocol">  
    <owl:equivalentClass>  
      <owl:Restriction>  
        <owl:onProperty>  
          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="type"/>  
        </owl:onProperty>  
        <owl:hasValue rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
        >Wireless</owl:hasValue>  
      </owl:Restriction>  
    </owl:equivalentClass>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class rdf:ID="CommunicationProtocol"/>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#SwitchAction">  
    <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
    >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      A Switch Action turns an electric Appliance On or Off (i.e. 
switches</rdfs:comment>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class rdf:ID="Action"/>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Restriction>  
        <owl:allValuesFrom>  
          <owl:Class rdf:ID="PowerState"/>  
        </owl:allValuesFrom>  
        <owl:onProperty>  
          <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="causesFact"/>  
        </owl:onProperty>  
      </owl:Restriction>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="ActuatorOperation">  
    <owl:disjointWith>  
      <owl:Class rdf:ID="SensoryOperation"/>  
    </owl:disjointWith>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class rdf:ID="Operation"/>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
    <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
    >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      Operation that results in a change of the world's state  
    &lt;/p&gt;  
    &lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      i.e. hasEffect object property has a value  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
    <owl:equivalentClass>  
      <owl:Class>  
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        <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">  
          <owl:Restriction>  
            <owl:onProperty>  
              <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#causesFact"/>  
            </owl:onProperty>  
            <owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"  
            >1</owl:minCardinality>  
          </owl:Restriction>  
          <owl:Restriction>  
            <owl:onProperty>  
              <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#causesFact"/>  
            </owl:onProperty>  
            <owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"  
            >0</owl:cardinality>  
          </owl:Restriction>  
        </owl:intersectionOf>  
      </owl:Class>  
    </owl:equivalentClass>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Building">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class rdf:about="#Location"/>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Z-Wave">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Restriction>  
        <owl:onProperty>  
          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="frequency"/>  
        </owl:onProperty>  
        <owl:hasValue rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float"  
        >868.42</owl:hasValue>  
      </owl:Restriction>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#WirelessCommunicationProtocol"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="X10">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class rdf:ID="PLC"/>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Computer">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class rdf:ID="Appliance"/>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#SensoryOperation">  
    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#ActuatorOperation"/>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class rdf:about="#Operation"/>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
    <owl:equivalentClass>  
      <owl:Restriction>  
        <owl:onProperty>  
          <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasOutput"/>  
        </owl:onProperty>  
        <owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"  
        >1</owl:minCardinality>  
      </owl:Restriction>  
    </owl:equivalentClass>  
    <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
    >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      Operation that returns a parameter.  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
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  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Hardware"/>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Temperature">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class rdf:ID="EnvironmentalParameter"/>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Restriction>  
        <owl:onProperty>  
          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="measuringUnit"/>  
        </owl:onProperty>  
        <owl:hasValue rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
        >celcius</owl:hasValue>  
      </owl:Restriction>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#PowerConsumption">  
    <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
    >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      A Power amount  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Restriction>  
        <owl:onProperty>  
          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#measuringUnit"/>  
        </owl:onProperty>  
        <owl:hasValue rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
        >watt</owl:hasValue>  
      </owl:Restriction>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Date">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="PlugwiseCircle">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#SmartPlug"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Context">  
    <owl:disjointWith>  
      <owl:Class rdf:ID="User"/>  
    </owl:disjointWith>  
    <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
    >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      Models tha current situation surrounding an entity, at a certain time.  
    &lt;/p&gt;  
    &lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      Thus, is a set of Location, Time, and many environmental parameters.  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Room">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class rdf:about="#Location"/>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Device">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Hardware"/>  
    <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
    >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      Models Smart Devices, usually classified as either Sensors or Actuators.  
    &lt;/p&gt;  
    &lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      These devices can be service-enabled.  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
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  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Pressure">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class rdf:about="#EnvironmentalParameter"/>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Restriction>  
        <owl:onProperty>  
          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#measuringUnit"/>  
        </owl:onProperty>  
        <owl:hasValue rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
        >Atm</owl:hasValue>  
      </owl:Restriction>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#PLC">  
    <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
    >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      Power Line Communications, wired communication protocol for smart devices  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class rdf:ID="WiredCommunicationProtocol"/>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="PrismaQuax">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class rdf:ID="MultiSensor"/>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Restriction>  
        <owl:allValuesFrom>  
          <owl:Class>  
            <owl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">  
              <owl:Class rdf:ID="Humidity"/>  
              <owl:Class rdf:ID="Luminance"/>  
              <owl:Class rdf:about="#Temperature"/>  
            </owl:unionOf>  
          </owl:Class>  
        </owl:allValuesFrom>  
        <owl:onProperty>  
          <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#returnsParameter"/>  
        </owl:onProperty>  
      </owl:Restriction>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="CCSmartClamper">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class rdf:ID="SmartClamper"/>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Service">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.daml.org/services/owl-
s/1.2/Service.owl#Service"/>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Restriction>  
        <owl:maxCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"  
        >1</owl:maxCardinality>  
        <owl:onProperty>  
          <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasServiceModel"/>  
        </owl:onProperty>  
      </owl:Restriction>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#Appliance">  
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    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Hardware"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#Operation">  
    <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
    >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      A Service Operation is an actual function that can be invoked as an RPC.  
    &lt;/p&gt;  
    &lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      It has inherently Input and Output types.  
    &lt;/p&gt;  
    &lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      In the model it also has Preconditions and Effects.  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
    <owl:disjointWith>  
      <owl:Class rdf:about="#User"/>  
    </owl:disjointWith>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Time">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="ID">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#ActuatorSensor">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class rdf:ID="Sensor"/>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class rdf:ID="Actuator"/>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
    <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
    >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      Models devices that can partially perceive the state of the world  
    &lt;/p&gt;  
    &lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      and change it as well (are both Sensors and Actuators)  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="OWLSmartClamper">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class rdf:about="#SmartClamper"/>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Noise">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Restriction>  
        <owl:hasValue rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
        >dB</owl:hasValue>  
        <owl:onProperty>  
          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#measuringUnit"/>  
        </owl:onProperty>  
      </owl:Restriction>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class rdf:about="#EnvironmentalParameter"/>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#EnvironmentalParameter">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Zigbee">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Restriction>  
        <owl:onProperty>  
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          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#frequency"/>  
        </owl:onProperty>  
        <owl:hasValue rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"  
        >868</owl:hasValue>  
      </owl:Restriction>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#WirelessCommunicationProtocol"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#Humidity">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#EnvironmentalParameter"/>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Restriction>  
        <owl:hasValue rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
        >percentage</owl:hasValue>  
        <owl:onProperty>  
          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#measuringUnit"/>  
        </owl:onProperty>  
      </owl:Restriction>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="CO2level">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#EnvironmentalParameter"/>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Restriction>  
        <owl:onProperty>  
          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#measuringUnit"/>  
        </owl:onProperty>  
        <owl:hasValue rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
        >ppm</owl:hasValue>  
      </owl:Restriction>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Insteon">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#PLC"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#MultiSensor">  
    <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
    >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      Models arrays of (single) Sensors (e.g. Sensor boards)  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Device"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Server">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Computer"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#WiredCommunicationProtocol">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class rdf:about="#CommunicationProtocol"/>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
    <owl:equivalentClass>  
      <owl:Restriction>  
        <owl:onProperty>  
          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#type"/>  
        </owl:onProperty>  
        <owl:hasValue rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
        >Wired</owl:hasValue>  
      </owl:Restriction>  
    </owl:equivalentClass>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Floor">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class rdf:about="#Location"/>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
  </owl:Class>  
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  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Lighting">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Restriction>  
        <owl:allValuesFrom>  
          <owl:Class rdf:about="#Luminance"/>  
        </owl:allValuesFrom>  
        <owl:onProperty>  
          <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="affectsEnvironmentalParameter"/>  
        </owl:onProperty>  
      </owl:Restriction>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Appliance"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#Actuator">  
    <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
    >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      Models devices that take actions and alter the state of the world  
    &lt;/p&gt;  
    &lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      (but are not Sensors)  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Device"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Radiator">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Restriction>  
        <owl:onProperty>  
          <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#affectsEnvironmentalParameter"/>  
        </owl:onProperty>  
        <owl:allValuesFrom rdf:resource="#Temperature"/>  
      </owl:Restriction>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Appliance"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Fact">  
    <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
    >A Fact models a known literal or predicate that is valid  
 for the World Model.</rdfs:comment>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#Luminance">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Restriction>  
        <owl:hasValue rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
        >lm/m^2</owl:hasValue>  
        <owl:onProperty>  
          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#measuringUnit"/>  
        </owl:onProperty>  
      </owl:Restriction>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#EnvironmentalParameter"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#CommunicationProtocol">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Class>  
        <owl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">  
          <owl:Class rdf:about="#WirelessCommunicationProtocol"/>  
          <owl:Class rdf:about="#WiredCommunicationProtocol"/>  
        </owl:unionOf>  
      </owl:Class>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Thing"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#PowerState">  
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    <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">A PowerState models the current supply for an Electric 
Appliance.  
A PowerState has a value. e.g. off value means that the Appliance that has  
    this PowerState is off.  
PowerState is also a subclass of Fact.  
e.g. a PowerState of value off, means that the connected Appliance is  
    currently off.</rdfs:comment>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Fact"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#User">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf 
rdf:resource="http://lpis.csd.auth.gr/ontologies/CoDAMoS/CoDAMoS.owl#User"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="AirCondition">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf>  
      <owl:Restriction>  
        <owl:onProperty>  
          <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#affectsEnvironmentalParameter"/>  
        </owl:onProperty>  
        <owl:allValuesFrom rdf:resource="#Temperature"/>  
      </owl:Restriction>  
    </rdfs:subClassOf>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Appliance"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Energy">  
    <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
    >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      An Energy amount  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#Sensor">  
    <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
    >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      Models devices that can partially perceive the state of the world  
    &lt;/p&gt;  
    &lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      (but cannot change it i.e. are not Actuators)  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Device"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#SmartClamper">  
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Sensor"/>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#Location">  
    <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
    >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      Location models the abstract notion of whereabouts.  
    &lt;/p&gt;  
    &lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      It can be specified further through subclasses.  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
  </owl:Class>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="isOutputOf">  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Operation"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>  
    <owl:inverseOf>  
      <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#hasOutput"/>  
    </owl:inverseOf>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasPrecondition">  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Fact"/>  
    <owl:inverseOf>  
      <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="isPreconditionOf"/>  
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    </owl:inverseOf>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Operation"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="isPowerStateOf">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#PowerState"/>  
    <owl:inverseOf>  
      <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="hasPowerState"/>  
    </owl:inverseOf>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Appliance"/>  
    <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
    >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;  
      Shows the Appliance that the PowerState belongs to  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="exposesDevice">  
    <owl:inverseOf>  
      <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="isExposedByService"/>  
    </owl:inverseOf>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Device"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Service"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#hasOutput">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Operation"/>  
    <rdfs:range>  
      <owl:Class>  
        <owl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">  
          <owl:Class rdf:about="#Parameter"/>  
          <owl:Class rdf:about="#Fact"/>  
        </owl:unionOf>  
      </owl:Class>  
    </rdfs:range>  
    <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#isOutputOf"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#isPreconditionOf">  
    <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#hasPrecondition"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Operation"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Fact"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasCommunicationProtocol">  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#FunctionalProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Device"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#CommunicationProtocol"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="isLocationOf">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Location"/>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#TransitiveProperty"/>  
    <owl:inverseOf>  
      <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasLocation"/>  
    </owl:inverseOf>  
    <rdfs:range>  
      <owl:Class>  
        <owl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">  
          <owl:Class rdf:about="#Context"/>  
          <owl:Class rdf:about="#Hardware"/>  
          <owl:Class rdf:about="#Location"/>  
        </owl:unionOf>  
      </owl:Class>  
    </rdfs:range>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="isInputOf">  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Operation"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>  
    <owl:inverseOf>  
      <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasInput"/>  
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    </owl:inverseOf>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="isCausedByAction">  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Action"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Fact"/>  
    <owl:inverseOf>  
      <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#causesFact"/>  
    </owl:inverseOf>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="consumes">  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#PowerConsumption"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Appliance"/>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#FunctionalProperty"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasParameter">  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="offersResource">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Computer"/>  
    <rdfs:range 
rdf:resource="http://lpis.csd.auth.gr/ontologies/CoDAMoS/CoDAMoS.owl#Resource"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#performsAction">  
    <owl:inverseOf>  
      <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="isPerformedByActuator"/>  
    </owl:inverseOf>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Actuator"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Action"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasContext">  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Context"/>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#FunctionalProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#User"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasEnvironmentalParameter">  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Context"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#causesFact">  
    <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#isCausedByAction"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Action"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Fact"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasServiceProfile">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Service"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.daml.org/services/owl-
s/1.2/Service.owl#ServiceProfile"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="isReturnedBy">  
    <owl:inverseOf>  
      <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#returnsParameter"/>  
    </owl:inverseOf>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Sensor"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasServiceGrounding">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Service"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.daml.org/services/owl-
s/1.2/Service.owl#ServiceGrounding"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasEffect">  
    <owl:inverseOf>  
      <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="isEffectOf"/>  
    </owl:inverseOf>  
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    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Operation"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Fact"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#hasInput">  
    <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#isInputOf"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Operation"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#isPerformedByActuator">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Action"/>  
    <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#performsAction"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Actuator"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#affectsEnvironmentalParameter">  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#EnvironmentalParameter"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Appliance"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#isExposedByService">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Device"/>  
    <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#exposesDevice"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Service"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasPoint">  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Point"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Room"/>  
    <owl:inverseOf>  
      <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="isInRoom"/>  
    </owl:inverseOf>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#hasServiceModel">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Service"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.daml.org/services/owl-
s/1.2/Service.owl#ServiceModel"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="manifestatesDevice">  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#FunctionalProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Device"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="inverse_of_hasFloor"/>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#hasLocation">  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#TransitiveProperty"/>  
    <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#isLocationOf"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Location"/>  
    <rdfs:domain>  
      <owl:Class>  
        <owl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">  
          <owl:Class rdf:about="#Context"/>  
          <owl:Class rdf:about="#Hardware"/>  
          <owl:Class rdf:about="#Location"/>  
        </owl:unionOf>  
      </owl:Class>  
    </rdfs:domain>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#returnsParameter">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Sensor"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>  
    <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#isReturnedBy"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#isEffectOf">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Fact"/>  
    <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#hasEffect"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Operation"/>  
  </owl:ObjectProperty>  
  <rdf:Property rdf:ID="range">  
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    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float"/>  
  </rdf:Property>  
  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="value">  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#FunctionalProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>  
  </owl:DatatypeProperty>  
  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="y_value">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Point"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float"/>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#FunctionalProperty"/>  
  </owl:DatatypeProperty>  
  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="energyClass">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Appliance"/>  
    <rdfs:range>  
      <owl:DataRange>  
        <owl:oneOf rdf:parseType="Resource">  
          <rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
          >A</rdf:first>  
          <rdf:rest rdf:parseType="Resource">  
            <rdf:rest rdf:parseType="Resource">  
              <rdf:rest rdf:parseType="Resource">  
                <rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                >D</rdf:first>  
                <rdf:rest rdf:parseType="Resource">  
                  <rdf:rest rdf:parseType="Resource">  
                    <rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                    >F</rdf:first>  
                    <rdf:rest rdf:parseType="Resource">  
                      <rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                      >G</rdf:first>  
                      <rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-
ns#nil"/>  
                    </rdf:rest>  
                  </rdf:rest>  
                  <rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                  >E</rdf:first>  
                </rdf:rest>  
              </rdf:rest>  
              <rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
              >C</rdf:first>  
            </rdf:rest>  
            <rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
            >B</rdf:first>  
          </rdf:rest>  
        </owl:oneOf>  
      </owl:DataRange>  
    </rdfs:range>  
  </owl:DatatypeProperty>  
  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="parameter"/>  
  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#type">  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#FunctionalProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#CommunicationProtocol"/>  
    <rdfs:range>  
      <owl:DataRange>  
        <owl:oneOf rdf:parseType="Resource">  
          <rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
          >Wired</rdf:first>  
          <rdf:rest rdf:parseType="Resource">  
            <rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>  
            <rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
            >Wireless</rdf:first>  
          </rdf:rest>  
        </owl:oneOf>  
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      </owl:DataRange>  
    </rdfs:range>  
  </owl:DatatypeProperty>  
  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="email">  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#User"/>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#FunctionalProperty"/>  
  </owl:DatatypeProperty>  
  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="phone">  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#User"/>  
  </owl:DatatypeProperty>  
  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="x_value">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Point"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float"/>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#FunctionalProperty"/>  
  </owl:DatatypeProperty>  
  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#measuringUnit">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>  
  </owl:DatatypeProperty>  
  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="name">  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#FunctionalProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#User"/>  
  </owl:DatatypeProperty>  
  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="latency">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#CommunicationProtocol"/>  
  </owl:DatatypeProperty>  
  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="maxNodesPerNetwork">  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#CommunicationProtocol"/>  
  </owl:DatatypeProperty>  
  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="dataRate">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#CommunicationProtocol"/>  
  </owl:DatatypeProperty>  
  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="macID">  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#FunctionalProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#PlugwiseCircle"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>  
  </owl:DatatypeProperty>  
  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#frequency">  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#FunctionalProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#WirelessCommunicationProtocol"/>  
  </owl:DatatypeProperty>  
  <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="hasID">  
    <owl:inverseOf>  
      <owl:InverseFunctionalProperty rdf:ID="belongsToDevice"/>  
    </owl:inverseOf>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#ID"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Device"/>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>  
  </owl:FunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="PowerStateValue">  
    <rdfs:range>  
      <owl:DataRange>  
        <owl:oneOf rdf:parseType="Resource">  
          <rdf:rest rdf:parseType="Resource">  
            <rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>  
            <rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
            >Off</rdf:first>  
          </rdf:rest>  
          <rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
          >On</rdf:first>  
        </owl:oneOf>  
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      </owl:DataRange>  
    </rdfs:range>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#PowerState"/>  
  </owl:FunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="isAttachedToAppliance">  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#SmartPlug"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Appliance"/>  
  </owl:FunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="sensorName">  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>  
  </owl:FunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="coverRange">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#WirelessCommunicationProtocol"/>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float"/>  
  </owl:FunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="isInBuilding">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Floor"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Building"/>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>  
    <owl:inverseOf>  
      <owl:InverseFunctionalProperty rdf:ID="hasFloor"/>  
    </owl:inverseOf>  
  </owl:FunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:about="#hasPowerState">  
    <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#isPowerStateOf"/>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#PowerState"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Appliance"/>  
  </owl:FunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="model">  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Hardware"/>  
  </owl:FunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="belongsToService">  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>  
    <owl:inverseOf>  
      <owl:InverseFunctionalProperty rdf:ID="hasOperation"/>  
    </owl:inverseOf>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Operation"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Service"/>  
  </owl:FunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:about="#isInRoom">  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Point"/>  
    <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#hasPoint"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Room"/>  
  </owl:FunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="DeviceInterface">  
    <rdfs:range>  
      <owl:DataRange>  
        <owl:oneOf rdf:parseType="Resource">  
          <rdf:rest rdf:parseType="Resource">  
            <rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
            >WiFi</rdf:first>  
            <rdf:rest rdf:parseType="Resource">  
              <rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>  
              <rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
              >Ethernet</rdf:first>  
            </rdf:rest>  
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          </rdf:rest>  
          <rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
          >USB</rdf:first>  
        </owl:oneOf>  
      </owl:DataRange>  
    </rdfs:range>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Device"/>  
  </owl:FunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="manufacturer">  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Hardware"/>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>  
  </owl:FunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="isHostedAt">  
    <owl:inverseOf>  
      <owl:InverseFunctionalProperty rdf:ID="hostsService"/>  
    </owl:inverseOf>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Service"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Server"/>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>  
  </owl:FunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="belongsToMultiSensor">  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#MultiSensor"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Sensor"/>  
    <owl:inverseOf>  
      <owl:InverseFunctionalProperty rdf:ID="hasSensor"/>  
    </owl:inverseOf>  
  </owl:FunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="FloorNo">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Floor"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"/>  
  </owl:FunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="hasTime">  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Context"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Time"/>  
  </owl:FunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="dateTime">  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Time"/>  
  </owl:FunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="isOnFloor">  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Floor"/>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>  
    <owl:inverseOf>  
      <owl:InverseFunctionalProperty rdf:ID="hasRoom"/>  
    </owl:inverseOf>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Room"/>  
  </owl:FunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="sentFromSensor">  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#InverseFunctionalProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Sensor"/>  
  </owl:FunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:InverseFunctionalProperty rdf:about="#belongsToDevice">  
    <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#hasID"/>  
  </owl:InverseFunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:InverseFunctionalProperty rdf:about="#hasSensor">  
    <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#belongsToMultiSensor"/>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Sensor"/>  
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    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#MultiSensor"/>  
  </owl:InverseFunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:InverseFunctionalProperty rdf:about="#hostsService">  
    <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#isHostedAt"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Server"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.daml.org/services/owl-
s/1.2/Service.owl#Service"/>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>  
  </owl:InverseFunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:InverseFunctionalProperty rdf:about="#hasRoom">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Floor"/>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Room"/>  
    <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#isOnFloor"/>  
  </owl:InverseFunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:InverseFunctionalProperty rdf:about="#hasOperation">  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Operation"/>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Service"/>  
    <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#belongsToService"/>  
  </owl:InverseFunctionalProperty>  
  <owl:InverseFunctionalProperty rdf:about="#hasFloor">  
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Building"/>  
    <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#isInBuilding"/>  
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>  
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Floor"/>  
  </owl:InverseFunctionalProperty>  
  <EnvironmentalParameter rdf:ID="EnvironmentalParameter_4"/>  
  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.daml.org/services/owl-
s/1.2/Service.owl#supports">  
    <owl:equivalentProperty rdf:resource="#hasServiceGrounding"/>  
  </rdf:Description>  
  <Service rdf:ID="SmartPlugService"/>  
  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.daml.org/services/owl-
s/1.2/Service.owl#describedBy">  
    <owl:equivalentProperty rdf:resource="#hasServiceModel"/>  
  </rdf:Description>  
  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.daml.org/services/owl-
s/1.2/Service.owl#presents">  
    <owl:equivalentProperty rdf:resource="#hasServiceProfile"/>  
  </rdf:Description>  
  <CCSmartClamper rdf:ID="CCSmartClamper9">  
    <hasLocation>  
      <Building rdf:ID="Building_A">  
        <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
        >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;&#xD;  
      Building A&#xD;  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
        <hasFloor>  
          <Floor rdf:ID="Floor_1">  
            <hasLocation rdf:resource="#Building_A"/>  
            <hasRoom>  
              <Room rdf:ID="Room_LAB2">  
                <hasLocation rdf:resource="#Floor_1"/>  
                <isOnFloor rdf:resource="#Floor_1"/>  
                <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;&#xD;  
      LAB2, Building A, for studying&#xD;  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
                <isLocationOf>  
                  <Sensor rdf:ID="Sensor_ZCO2_Z48_LAB2">  
                    <hasCommunicationProtocol>  
                      <Z-Wave rdf:ID="Z-Wave_0"/>  
                    </hasCommunicationProtocol>  
                    <hasID>  
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                      <ID rdf:ID="ID_48co2">  
                        <value rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                        >48co2</value>  
                        <belongsToDevice rdf:resource="#Sensor_ZCO2_Z48_LAB2"/>  
                      </ID>  
                    </hasID>  
                    <manufacturer 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                    >SensoAir</manufacturer>  
                    <hasLocation rdf:resource="#Room_LAB2"/>  
                    <returnsParameter>  
                      <CO2level rdf:ID="CO2level_ppm">  
                        <rdfs:comment 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                        >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;&#xD;  
      CO2 particles per million&#xD;  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
                        <isReturnedBy>  
                          <Sensor rdf:ID="Sensor_ZCO2_Z51_LAB1">  
                            <hasID>  
                              <ID rdf:ID="ID_51co2">  
                                <belongsToDevice rdf:resource="#Sensor_ZCO2_Z51_LAB1"/>  
                                <value 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                                >51co2</value>  
                              </ID>  
                            </hasID>  
                            <manufacturer 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                            >SensoAir</manufacturer>  
                            <hasCommunicationProtocol rdf:resource="#Z-Wave_0"/>  
                            <hasLocation>  
                              <Room rdf:ID="Room_LAB1">  
                                <isOnFloor rdf:resource="#Floor_1"/>  
                                <hasLocation rdf:resource="#Floor_1"/>  
                                <isLocationOf rdf:resource="#Sensor_ZCO2_Z51_LAB1"/>  
                                <rdfs:comment 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                                >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;&#xD;  
      LAB1, Building A, Floor 1, for courses&#xD;  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment> </Room>  
                            </hasLocation>  
                            <returnsParameter rdf:resource="#CO2level_ppm"/>  
                          </Sensor>  
                        </isReturnedBy>  
                        <isReturnedBy rdf:resource="#Sensor_ZCO2_Z48_LAB2"/>  
                      </CO2level>  
                    </returnsParameter>  
                  </Sensor>  
                </isLocationOf>  
              </Room>  
            </hasRoom>  
            <hasRoom>  
              <Room rdf:ID="Room_SciTech2">  
                <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;&#xD;  
      Sci Tech 2 : Dean's Office&#xD;  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
                <isOnFloor rdf:resource="#Floor_1"/>  
                <hasLocation rdf:resource="#Floor_1"/>  
                <isLocationOf>  
                  <Sensor rdf:ID="Sensor_EnviR">  
                    <hasLocation rdf:resource="#Room_SciTech2"/>  
                    <hasID>  
                      <ID rdf:ID="ID_0temp">  
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                        <belongsToDevice rdf:resource="#Sensor_EnviR"/>  
                        <value rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                        >0temp</value>  
                      </ID>  
                    </hasID>  
                    <rdfs:comment 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                    >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;&#xD;  
      EnviR monitor/receiver, equiped with temperature sensor&#xD;  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
                    <manufacturer 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                    >Current Cost</manufacturer>  
                    <model rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                    >EnviR</model>  
                    <returnsParameter>  
                      <Temperature rdf:ID="Temperature_C">  
                        <rdfs:comment 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                        >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;&#xD;  
      Temperature in Celcius degrees&#xD;  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
                        <isReturnedBy rdf:resource="#Sensor_EnviR"/>  
                      </Temperature>  
                    </returnsParameter>  
                  </Sensor>  
                </isLocationOf>  
              </Room>  
            </hasRoom>  
            <isLocationOf rdf:resource="#Room_LAB1"/>  
            <isLocationOf rdf:resource="#Room_LAB2"/>  
            <isLocationOf rdf:resource="#Room_SciTech2"/>  
            <hasRoom rdf:resource="#Room_LAB1"/>  
            <isInBuilding rdf:resource="#Building_A"/>  
            <FloorNo rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"  
            >1</FloorNo>  
          </Floor>  
        </hasFloor>  
        <isLocationOf>  
          <CCSmartClamper rdf:ID="CCSmartClamper0">  
            <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
            >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;&#xD;  
      Smart Clamper 0 measure half Building A&#xD;  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
            <manufacturer rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
            >Current Cost</manufacturer>  
            <hasID>  
              <ID rdf:ID="ID_0phasesum">  
                <value rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                >0phasesum</value>  
              </ID>  
            </hasID>  
            <hasLocation rdf:resource="#Building_A"/>  
            <returnsParameter>  
              <PowerConsumption rdf:ID="PowerConsumption_Watt">  
                <isReturnedBy rdf:resource="#CCSmartClamper0"/>  
                <isReturnedBy rdf:resource="#CCSmartClamper9"/>  
                <isReturnedBy>  
                  <CCSmartClamper rdf:ID="CCSmartClamper8">  
                    <hasID>  
                      <ID rdf:ID="ID_8phasesum">  
                        <value rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                        >8phasesum</value>  
                      </ID>  
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                    </hasID>  
                    <rdfs:comment 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                    >&lt;p style="margin-top: 0"&gt;&#xD;  
      Smart Clamper 8 measures Data Center&#xD;  
    &lt;/p&gt;</rdfs:comment>  
                    <model rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                    >EnviR</model>  
                    <manufacturer 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
                    >Current Cost</manufacturer>  
                    <hasLocation rdf:resource="#Building_A"/>  
                    <returnsParameter rdf:resource="#PowerConsumption_Watt"/>  
                  </CCSmartClamper>  
                </isReturnedBy>  
              </PowerConsumption>  
            </returnsParameter>  
            <model rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
            >EnviR</model>  
          </CCSmartClamper>  
        </isLocationOf>  
        <isLocationOf rdf:resource="#CCSmartClamper9"/>  
        <isLocationOf rdf:resource="#CCSmartClamper8"/>  
        <isLocationOf rdf:resource="#Floor_1"/>  
      </Building>  
    </hasLocation>  
    <model rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
    >EnviR</model>  
    <returnsParameter rdf:resource="#PowerConsumption_Watt"/>  
    <hasID>  
      <ID rdf:ID="ID_9phasesum">  
        <value rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
        >9phasesum</value>  
      </ID>  
    </hasID>  
    <manufacturer rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"  
    >Current Cost</manufacturer>  
  </CCSmartClamper>  
</rdf:RDF>  
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